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ABSTRACT

This guidebook is designed to help school districts

,plan evaluations Of.'the'ir cumiculua prog2am. It .is, divided into four

major .sections. The first section .presents a case study based,;bn the

experiences of oa.school, district that used this handbook in planning

an evaluation. the second section reproduces the set of forms that

the schoc;(1, district planning group complietedr Tht- third section gives

brief instructions for completing the 'seen forms. The last section

offers-advice on how to select aftechnic'al,consultant who can assist

conductirg the planned evaluation- Appehdix contains

riaster..copiet of the .forms to be compieti 1n planning the.

evaluation; Appendix B"offns a set of cacklists to be used in

completing certtin-tormi..(&ufhor/LD)-
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Purpose of the Ilandliook .1- # r 1

f .

Manning A-44figram paluation: An Educator's Handbook is *designed to help

schoOl districts plan _their icUrriculum" program evaluations. Use of this hindbobk
places eyaluation planning n the hands of those persons in the district who-want a

program evaluation and who will use its results. When !hese persoksparticipate in
planning, it is .ore.likely that information collected about a program will be more

ee

. , , . .

direCtlyrelev t to the ptuposes of its evaluatio-p.
We.em asize that this handbook,deals with evaluation planning, not with the

details of executing the plan. Conducting the evaluation, oncewthe plan is develdped,

will probably require teihnioll expertise. This expertise in data collection, anAlysis,
andjnterptetation is often available .from within a district. When it is not, then the

plantting group must consider the use of putiid,e assistance. r
0

t .
Deciding to use the handbook

There'are certain considerations that should be reviewed before deciding to use

this handbook. 'These considerations deal with the purpose' of the evaluation, the
commitment of staff 4o the pinning effort, time heeded to' plan the evaluatiOn, and

.
costs. .

Purpose of the evaluation. Evaluations are conducted for fnany purposes.: The
is of eyaluationi are used to decide whether A program should be continued,

e0ed, or changed; results tare used tob inform districts whether goals are being
acliieved,!,or .whether key program features are being appiopriately implemented.
Evaluations often are carried out as part of staff developinent, or to promote the

visitillAy of a program of comply with evaluation requi?ements tied td program

fund R. Critical purposes may be hidden. In any case, the use of this handbook

starts with explicit statements about the purposes of the evaluation to be planned.

Are there clear purposes f'4:41. planning the evaluation?

Staff commitment. Planning A Program Evaluation is intended for use by a
Small grous.of persons within the district, who represent both those concerned with

the curriculum program being evaluated rand those who will use the results.
Cotntnittee members shquld be chosen who are able to make the commitment of

lime and effort which the planning process wiOrequire. The committee also should

not be tOo'large,:too many members 'make it difficult.to schedule meeting times. so

that all can participate.
One. person from the district should be chosen to act as coordinator of the

planning group; he has the responsibility for organizing and managing the planning
3



activities. The coordinator should have good interpersonal, skills, credibility *ith

other teacheri and administrators, the ability to, manage the resources needed' o

conduct the planning effort, and skills in problein-solving and communication. It

helps, too, if the coordinator has some experience or iraining in research design,- test

and 'questionnaire construction, data analysis, and report writing. Ideally, th

coordinator of the planning effort should also supervise the con uct of the

evaluatiOn. ,
' Are persons in the district avglitiOle. to serve as committee members?

Is a committee coordinator available to lead the planning committee?

Is the distriawilling to alloc4te necessary staff time for this effort?

Time Schedule. A definite time schedule is ,necessary for completing the s

in the planning procesS. Time should ;4s0 be scheduled for orienting the plan

group in the _use of the handbodtcAnkfor administrative review of the

evaluation plan. A time schedule will '400planning group members to arrange their

time and to keep group discussions within definite limits.

The time schedule should specify a date whek the final evaluation plan should

be completed and when the'plaitining meetings wtptgtheld. Some planning groups

work thrtrugh the entire handbook in two or three days, meeting all day each day.

Othetkspread the work over at long as six months, holdin$ three-hour meetings once

or twice a month. The shorter process generally costs less. However, it may be

difficult for planning group members to find a said block of time when all are free

to participate. The longer process givei/planning group members time to think about

and review the forms. However, too much time between committee meetings often

results in the committee spending too much.time in reviewing and recalling previous

work.

Ps

f

There are two common ways to sdlikdule the planning process. In the first, the

planning group is appointed at the b4nnirig of the school year in order to use the

handbook during the fall. During the rest of the school year, the coordinator and a -

technical consultant pilot. test the plan. The full-scale evaluation is then fully

implemented with the beginning of the new school year in September. .A second way

is, to plan the evaluation during the spring or over the summer break, and then to

implement the evaluation plan with the beginninkof the new school year.'

Can a realistic time schedulebe developed?
4

costs. Costs associated with using the handbook should be considered before,

deciding whether it shoiild, be used. These should include anticipated costs for

4- refeaset time or substitute teachers:secretarial and clerical expenses, and costs for

.6 L



duplicating forms and committee documpits. Costs for the committee -Members'
orientation, training, and planning meetings should also be realistically esiimated.
Questions td,be answered by those responsible for deciding to-use the handbook are":

Have costs in using the handbook been corisideredif

Can these be underwritten by the school district?

If all the questions listed above can be answered "yes," then it is likety that a
cliitrict will be able to- use this handbook in planning a program evaluatio

. A
1 :"111e planning process 4

. , I 1

There are five steps in the .planning process. In the first step, the committee :
.,. , I.. -*rifles the questions and concerns that led to the decision to plan the program*

evaluaTion. In other words, the purpose cof theqrojaosed evaluation is stated at this .

tirpe A that all committee members.agree upon a common frame of reference. ..

.
-The second step taken t the coma tee is to summ'irite basic facts about the

program to be evaluatfd. These basic facIs refer to the mine of the Inogrard, the
location and grade levels of its.pupils, their numbers, it.staff, and thp`name and title
of its director. - -.. . .

. The third step begins by identifying program elements that are considered by
the committee to be releVant to the concerns and questions listed in step one. The

t
program elements are classified into categories reflecting student outcom
curriculum content, content sequence, instructional approach, and program support.
A detailed description of each relevant program element is developed.

Steps four and five build upon step three. In step four, the relative importance
of each relevant program element is determiced and the most important ones are
selected for further attention. In step five, data collection requirements are specified
or each retained element, and judgment criteria are developed for interpreting the

data to be collected.
- Forms are associated with each of 4hese steps. The sef of completet forms

constitutes the.evaluation plan. There are seven forms, titled as folloWs.:

'orm 1 Clarifying Concerns and Questions

Form 2 , Summarizing Basic Pr aminformatibrk

jorm 3A Student Outcomes
Form 3B Curriculur'n Content

Form 3C Content Sequencing

Form 3D Instructional Approach

Form 3E Pirgrarn Support

""G

o

O
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Forms 3A through 3E each have thiee parts. Part 1 helps to clarify the intended

program element; Part2 rates the relative importaij,of eaai program dement; and

hit 3 specifies data collection requirements and judgment criteria.,for interpreting

the data to be,collected. @Igure 1 illustrates the telationships between the stops and

the forms and shows the order in which-tile forms and their parts are completed.

Haw many copies of each ' form .are. completed depends on the nature and

number of concerns and elements. Several program elements may he related to one

conceit, and oneelement may be related to several concfms.

Overview of the handbook

5.

A v .

. There are four majorsections that follow in this handbook. ..

Case Study Narrative. This section presetrts a case stud based on the

experience of a school district which used this handbooks in ning an evaluation.

`This section, and the examples which follow, should be read carefully 'before any .

attempt is made to begin the planning process or corni)lete the forms.

Case Study- Examples. This section presents`the,rt of forms which the school
,

district planning group completed.
, .

Instructions for Completing Forms,. This section presentsbrief instructidns for"

completing the forms. The instructions are given in the order in, which the forms are

completed.
I

Seeking Further Assistance. This brief section presents advice on howto select

a technical consultant who can assist' in conducting the evaluation 'which has been

planned. ,,
There are alset '%ir appendixes. Appendix A contains master copies of the

forms to be compleed n planning the evaluation. These forms ?nay be c pied for
0 4

use by the planning co ittee. Appendix B is a set of checklists which wil used

in conr,p.leting forms dealing with curriculum:, content, content sequencing, insttuc;

tional approach, and program support.
I

a

A
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Step I ClarifyinaonCerns

and Questions-

-
,

Step 2 Sqmmarizing Basic

Program Information

-

Step 3 Clarifying Intended/

Pro `gram Elements

Step"4 Setting Priorities for

Further Planning

Step 5 Planning to Gather

and Use Evidence

1

Form I

Clarifying Concerns

and Questions

Form 2

Iummarizing Basic

Program Information

Form 3A

Student Outcomes

Part I

Clarifying Intended

Student Outcomes

FIGURE

Completing The Steps And Forms For Planning A Program Paluation

1
olo

Form 3A

Student Outcomes

Part 2

Setting, Priorities for

Further Planning

4.
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Fain 3B

Curriculum Content

Part I

Clarifying Intended

Curriculum Content

Form 3C

dontenf Sequencing

Part I

Clarifying Intended

Content Sequencing!

Form 3D ,

Instructional Approach

Part (II
Clarifying Intended ,

Instioctional Approach

"....ININ

Form 3E

Program Support

Part I

Clarifying Intended

Program Support

Form 3B

Curriculum Content

Part 2

Setting Priorities for

Further Planning

Form 3C

Content Sequencing

Part 2

Setting Priorities for

Further Planning

Form 3D

Instructional Approach

Part 2

Setting Priorities for

Further Planning ,

Form 3E

Program Support

Part 2

Setting Priorities for

Further Planning

1.

Form 3A

Student Outcomes

Part .3

Gathering and

Using Evidence

Form 3B Form 3C Form 3D , FOrm 3E

Curriculum Content Content Sequencing Instructional Approach Program Support

Part 3 Part 3 Part 3 , Pact 3

Gatheringpnd Gathering and Gathering and Gathering and

Using Evidence Using Evidence Using Evidence AUsing Evidence

Execute Plan
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This case study is based on an actual planning Wort conducted during .the
1976-77 school year by a district. in:southeastrn Pennsylvania. The names of the
tovtand the people involved have been changed and. the names of the curriculum

were -made pf all
V
words were kept0. .

sented in summary form

.1

program and the standardized tetts'are also, fictional. Observa
planning meetings over a period of about four months car
of their work. In this caie'study, the' tidns
as one continuous effort. ,

All committee members should rea 4 hicase study carefully prior to Ole first
meeting. It is useful fiajiold an- orientation ee g to discuss the planning process
and the case study, and to confirm practi details such as the schedule of
committee meetings.

Situation
As Science Director of the Belford Public Schools. Walt°Powell supervised all

science instruction in the district. For some time, he had been concerned about the
dest *ct's ninth grade science program, called the Science Curriculum for individuali-

zatio (SCI), and had made a number of modifications, to' it' over the years to fit

local needs and policies.
" Powell had held discussions with the Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum

and had, heard complaints from the teachers who were using the program. The chief
problems centered on the low-level of student achievement; on lack of materials and
facilities;- and on issues of methods and content. There was consensus that some
improvement 9f the ninth grade SCI program should be undertaken.

Because the discussions had been largely based on impressions and unsyste-
matic observations, Powell decided that before any improvement effort could be
undertaken, it would be-necessary to evaluate the program and collect reliable data

on its actual status.
He selected Planning A Program., -valuation; An Educator's HandboOk for help

in planning the evaluation because. he felt it provided a structured, systematic
method of planning the evaluation; it presented a way to involve the program's
teachers 'in the planning and later data collection efforts; and would increase the

-likelihood'that they would use the results to improve the program.
He decided to appoint all five full-time teachers who taught in the ninth grade

SclunoeaM_Lo_113.eNDramittee.--T-wo--part-time. teachers -in --the-program were not

included. In making his plans, Powell scheduledithe planning meetings to take place
from September-to December,- with administrative review and final approval of the"

9
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eventual plans in January. This. would leave the gpsing_tor oing pilot tests of the

instruments and for some early data collection. Teacher time'would be covered

mainly by holding meetings on in-service training da s or by using substitute

. teachers on days, when all 'classes were scheduled fOr sts. His estimated budget

included costs for substitutes and for duplication of orms. Powell submitted his

° plan to the Assistarkt Superintendent for. Curriculum a d it was approved.

Powell informed the teachers'of the plan and Id a brief orientation meeting,

for them. He gave them copies of the handbook, r. iewed the planning process and

. meeting sthedule with them, and told them to re the entire handbook carefully.

t He assigned each to Come prepared to the -fir planning meeting 'jth a list of,

concerns and questions about the program:
111.

'Step 1: Claiiving Concerns an QuesTions on Form 1
mur

At the first meeting, the.committee had/little trouble arriving at a consollated

list of concerns about the ninth grade SCI program." Powell presented his list first. It,

.included concerns' about student cognitive achievement, student attitudestowards

science, the district's student groting policies and their effect- on student

achievement levels, the lack of prop laboratory materials fardemonstratiolil and .

student use, and discrepancies between the intended methods and-activities of the

grogram and those actually used by teachers,

All i five teachers echoed these concerns but added others such 'as a. lack of

workbodk materials and proper,building facilities, lack of student discipline in doing

lab work, and confusion on the course's content acid the sequence 'of that content: 4

They quickly realized that the number of topics was much too lortg t6 be

handled easily. In their discussion, they tried to combine related or 'overlapping

concerns.
For example, student cognitive achievement and student i'attitudes;Were

combined under a concern which .they titled "student outcomes." Concern's about

workbooks, lab Materials, and building facilities were all combined under the title of

"materials and ,facilities." Their final list coniprised five concerns: (1) student

outcomes, (2) student grouping, (3) content and sequence, (4) methods and

activities, and (5) materials and facilities. They then began to complete one copy of

Form I Clarifying Concerns and Questions for each concern by briefly describing

each concern._ ,
Their attempts to summarize the bases-for--their concerns -produced_more

discussion since some. of them had difficulty in identifying precisely why they felt

12 such concerns. In the end, they found that their concerns stemmed from such

1
I



.,
divers sources as linibrmal surveys, observations matte by the Science Director,
informal discussions among teachers, and ,simply the logic of the. situation. 'they
summarized these divetse sources briefly iit,bIttm 2,of Fbrm'l fbr each concekri.

The five committee 'members then)ried to convert their concerns into ore

szecific questions .which could be_ answiteti by the evaluatiOn. As coordinator,
Powell was immediately faced with two 'problems. First, the committee was simply
suggesting too many questions, far.more than the evaluation.6oyld possibly.answer,
and, second, some of the questions were too vague or too'detailed, or outside the
scope of 40 evaluation. He reminded the committee that Oils wig-their first attempt
at ckttsp.t.rtliIng an evaluationNind that they should try to keep their questions as few

and as ple as possible. More complex questions might 'be answered in: later
evaltiations of the program. He led the committee to simplify .some questions and

,combine others. . .

Still; there Were sorhe disputes among the committee members. Ira Dayton
'wanted to compare local student ikrformance with the performance of students

around the country. This clearly /implied using a nationally standardized test. Vic
Nolte felt that sudh-tests measure, objectives that did not match the local ones set by
the teachers. They compromised, by asking. both questions. Joan Cohen pr6posed a
question regarding sex differences in attitudes, towards science, since it was her
observation that- the students viewed scienceina sale field. One particular problem
arose in theconeerns about methods and activities. Originally, the committee

wanted only to have teachers report on what methods and activities they used.
Powell, however, said that he had often' observed classes and that it was his
experience that teachers did not always do in the classroom what they thought they
were doing. Therefore, he, wanted to put in another question to compare what
teachers said they did with what an observer actually saw' them doing. The
committee .was at first relbetant to accept this, but after some thought agreed to
include it. They summarized their questions in Item 3 of Form 1.

The committee's completed copies of
Form I are on pages 2.6 to 30.

Review-these now before proceeding to
Step 2.

13
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Step 2; Summarizing Basic Program Information on Form 2

Completing Fotm 2 Summarizing Basic Proir,arn Information was very easy

at first.. Parts' I and.; of the form, which dealt with its title, content, reference

books, and stiffing were fairly obvious (although not everyone remembered that

there were listsof-Aectives and materials).
Part 3, however, produced the problem of how to report student enrollment.

At first, Vic Nolte wanted fo list only neral eitimate of the; number of students,

"About seven hundred,", he said. Dayto , however, suggested that if they were to

give a standardized lest, they would have o know how many 'copies to order and

wanted an xact figllre."Les fisher rerninde ommittele that they-wanted to .-

cornparestudents in the SCI f5rograrnto,those in the ysic,* and biology programs,

and therefore needed to know' Bow many students re enrolled, in them, Joan

Cohen also wantAl to IspoW how many boys and girls wer in, each of the three ninth'

grade science programs. Bill ArmstrOng thought that it might be useful in

interpreting student outcomes to know to what extent white, black, and

Spanish- speaking students differed, if at 'all, on measures of student outcome, and

wanted a listing of students by racial/ethnic group.
Walt PoWell was able to searchoitis records and provide breakdowns* science

program and by sex, but he could only find percentage breakdowns on racial/et nic

composition for the North Junior, High School. These breakdowns.were entere in

Item 7 of Form 2.

The committee's completed copy of
Form 2 is on.page 31.

Review this no4.4 before proceeding to
Step 3.

C.,'
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Step 3: Desc mg Intended Program Elemedspn Forms,3A to 3E; Part

.Powell had assembled stacks of blank copies of FOrms 3.A thrdugh 3E so that
kmeMbers4yould have sufficient copies to use for-describing intended program
elements. Powell reminded them that they should not etempt to describe in detail
all the elements of the SCI ,progra, only tifose ,v;)hic4h they thought were most

relevant ,to their list of c4perns and questions. -

. Powell distributed copies of Form 3A Student Outcomes. The committee at

first considered and then rejected infounal.....ibrirecall as'a type of outcome which was

related to their concerns and. questions. The program had many such objectives, but
the committee believed that information recall was less relevant to their concerns
than basic skills and higher order processes such as problem-solving. 4

They al inEluded Attitude§ as a relevant student outcome. Some dispute
occurred over Wort skills as'a outcome. Ira Dayton felt that it was important and
should be included because teachers had complained of discipline problems, and
believed this type of outcome was, related both to student attitude; and methods
and activities. For the m.qiment, the committee agreed to keep it in. The committee
compfted Part I of .Foitif 3A by restOng each selected outcome in more specific

terms and by writing representative student behaviors assooiated with each.
Before beginning work on Form 3B Curriculum Content, Powell suggested

that the committee's work would be simplified if they reviewed the checklists in
.Appendix B before selecting further elements relevant-to the evaluation. At first, the
committee was confused by Form 3B since, to some extent, the SCI piogram drew

on all these sources of content. Powell thought they should narrow their view a bit

and select only thre sources and types of content with which they were most
concerned. After more discusion, they narrowed their interests to traditional
academic diseiplines and personal experiences of students. They finished Part I of
FOrm 3B by specifying types of content from each of these two sources which they

felt the SCI program emphasized. They also gave a brief explanatiorof) their reasons
for choosing these sources of content as important for the progra daluation. Les
-Fisher wondered why they should write their reasons for emphasizing these types of

content. Powell explained that written reasons were useful both for explaining the

program to 'a technical consultant who might assist In the execution of the
evaluation plan, and for interpreting evaluation results.

Because content sequencing was directly related to the curriculum content, the
committee completed one copy of Forin 3C Content Sequencing for each type of
content they had listed in Item I h of Form 3B. They had l'i§ted a total of five types

of content, so they completed five copies of Form 3C Conlent Sequencing. Again,

,

ti



the committee had the problem of choosing which sequencing principles were

emphasized since all of than were used to some extent. Using the checklist in

Appendix B-2 helped them to organize their thinking. A4er some discussion, they'

agreed, that the most important 'sources of sequencing pheiples to be evaluated

were the logical structure of existing knowledge (facts, key concepts, and rules and

relationships) and assumptions about the psychology of learning (methods and

procedures and student interest or purposes)., They .completed Form 3C by

specifying content sequencing principles for, each hype oimonfen't and their reasons

for emphasizing these principles.. _ _ _

' Completin the formston instructional approaches (Foitn 3D) provoked the

, longest discdss s of all. Everythiu on the 'checklist Seem°441 somehow to be

relevant. Thus, they had to .make soine hard hoices about Ala might be most

relevant for their evalbation concerns and quest' ns."The checklist in Appendix B-3

was helpful' in comparing alternative approaches a d strategies. T committee easily

agreed to eliminate learning objectives; the assessment an iagnosis of -learning

needs were also seen as not particularly relevant to eir concerns list. They initially,

considered placement as relevant to their concern about student grouping, but they

rejected this as being more appropriate for a concern. abut placing students within

one course of instruction, not about placing students in either the SCI, physic's, or

biology prcrgrams. They also rejected pacing and performance evaluatibn as not

relevant.
There was some disagreement over whether instructional settings and student

and teacher roles wen& very relevant. Vic Nolte felt' that they were really more

interested in how students were engaged in the learning process and how teachers

and students interacted, and not so much in specific functions which each

performed. Les Fisher did not want to include instructional settings since; in

practice, there_was little variation in settings and he felt it was not ,particularly

relevant to flick evaluation. The rest of the committee, however, wanted to retain it,

at least Tong enough for,the priority ratings later on.'
Because of the large number of approaches and strategies which they had

hecked, Powell assigned one or two approaches to each committee member and

sked that member to write a brief paragraph on the reasons why these strategies

ould be emphasized in the SC1 program. After they were written, the committee

ach one and modifications were made as needed.

The last form, Forfn 3E Program Support, was fairly easy to coMplete. The

committee picked facilities and student grouping as the only operations relevant to

their concerns. They had first thought to include materials management, but Bill

16 Armstrong said that what they were realty interested in was the presence orlatk of
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such materials, noHvith the system for cf. rdlring- them or making them accessible.
They lilted-the releVant Support System strategics (from Appendix B-4) 'and the
:reasons for thep.

. Powell had the handwritten fort* typed tip and reprodirced for each
committee membef.

The coningttee's c
Forin4.3*Croirgh

Revieii Part 4:of thesearyt
proceeding tn. Step 4p

les cif
Itages 32 to 52.,

's 'now before

Y

Step 4 Setting Priorities for Further Planning on Fornis 3A to 3E, Pia 2

inator xliktributed typed copies of Forms 3A through 3E to,e
-committee ti ember. He instructed them to.go through tpcet and complete Put
Setting Priorities for Further Planning on each form. He asked them to contidet h
highly related each element was to the list of concerns and questions. While all were
considered relevant to some.extent4 some would be more highly related than others
to the list of concerns and questions. The committee had named, 21 elements, which
was certainly too many to handle in one evaluation; some would have to be c
eliminated.

Each member of the committee made his or her ratings of each element. When
they were finished, Powell led them in examining and discussing their ratings. To
speed the process, Powell suggested that any element which received high ratings
(either 4 or 5) fr,om all of them be retained with little pr no discussion. Elemitits
which received low ratings (1, 2, or 3) from all six would be dropped with little or
no discussion. The committee would discuss elements whose ratings were mixed and
try to arrive at a consensus. -4,

During the discussion, one item was rated low by alrithe members.'That was the
element of facilities under the category of Program Support (Form 3F). Since file
last meeting, it. had been announced that the ninth grade would be moving into a
new building. Consequently, questions on the adequacy 'of facilitiss in the present (
building were not .relevant, and since the neW building was not yet complete, it
was not possible to examine the adequacy of its facilitiesc.,-

Besides facilities, there were six other elements on which the committee
members' ratings disagreed. The first was. support. skills in the student outcomes
category. Everyone but Ira Dayton had -rated it 3 or lower. Ira still felt that student 17

r
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discipline and support skills were important to' the evaluation, but other inemliers

argued that support skills were not dj( ly related to the concerns about attitudes

or student achieVement and had not bAr nkntioned explicitly in either. They also

felt th0,the element was relatively less important tgan the other three elements of

basic skills, higher order processes, and student attitffdes. Ira agreed to go along with

the committee's opinion, and support skills joined facilities in being dropped frorh

furthekplanning. N '
Under the category of instructional approach, ratings of the iinpfiortan" ce pf

student motivation, instructional settings, media, primary roles of student, aibi

primary roles of teachers showed some disagreement: Three persons ,Itad 'rated

student motivation low, saying that their real. concern _was' with current student

interest in science, not with the motivation Jechniques teacher's use. Student

motivation was dropped.
Nearly everyone also judged instructional settings be irrelevant. On review,-

- they concluded that it wasnot as highly related as other elemtnii- to the concerns

and questiong, and was dropped. -

Two persons had-rated institutional media low, believing it not-as_important as

other elements. However, the rest of the committee felt that it was, important to

know whether proper workbooks and lab equipment were available and whether

teachers were using it. The coordinator was particularly interested in seeing it

remain, since he felt the evaluation might provide evidehce of a need for an increase

in budget for such materials. Theetment of instructional media was kept.

The elements qt". the pritnarV roles of students and primary roles of teachers
4

were discussed together, since members had tended to riles each, element high or low

for the same reasons. Those who had rated these two elements low had come around

to Vic Nolte'a previous point that they were really mere interested in Methods and

activities, and not so much with specific role functions. After considerable

discussion on the point, these two elements were'dropped."
Thus, fifteen .of the original 21 elements were accepted by the committee and

the coordinator for further, planning. The six that were eliminated were filed away

for possible use in futkire evaluation efforts.

The committee's completed copies ol
Forms 3A through 3E are on pages 32 to--52.

Review Part 2 of these-forms' now before

proceeding to Step 4.
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Step 5: Specifying Data Sources and hidgmenKriteria on Forms 3A to 3E, Part 3

The coordinator told, the committee that their task now was to complete Part 3
of Forms 3A through 3E by proposing specific data sources for each of the elements
remaining in the planning process and to establiskcriteria by which such data would
be interpreted in relation to the original list of concerns and questions. Before
beginning this step, he reviewed with them a list of possible data sources (included in
the handbook on page 68). The group Was surprised at the possible range of such
sources:140st had thought chiefly in terms of tests and questiorinaries, and had not
considered observation eittreklists, rogs of activities, student records, and other
possible sources., ' _

ecomMittee had little trouble suggesting data sources for student outcomes./1
rm 3A). Prev'. us discussions .had' already implied both a locally Constructed

bjectives refer- . 'test and a nationally standardized teit.fir basic skills. They felt'
that thit w,otild e ! jethem to compare the performance of their students with that
of other studtrits arotuid tilkc unt y, and also measure their perure ce on locally
'important objectives. Howevy, . did not' feel confident t construct a test on

..
soled& problem-solving, and. thus indfcateT they would use a problem-solving
subtest of the standardized test. Initially, however, tkey wanted to set their
measurement criteria very high. They wAtited. 75 percent their students to achieve
above the 75th percentile. Powell explained to themWat such- a criterion of
performance was completely unrealistic, and that few districts in the country could

show this level of stu4ent achievement. It was dpecially unrealistic for the ninth
grade SCI classes because the, brighter students were tracked into the physics and
biology classes.. Finally, the committee agreed to set performance standards that
matched the national standards; i.el, half their students would score in the top half
of the 'score distribtition. They also knew that the standardized test would provide a

service,. ,ich would' break down scores by sub-groups such as sex, race, and so on,

for still
it

rther analysis.
The locally constructed test was another matter, however, since, in effect the

teachers taught to the test. Fo;- this test, three-fourths of,the students were to "get at

least 80% of the items correct.
The committee immediately thought of using questionnaires to collect data

about student attitudes towards science. However, they were puzzled about
measurement criteria since the questionnaire had not yet actually been constructed.
Powell suggested that it would probably include questions with a 'scaled response
that ranged from "very interesting" to "very uninteresting." Therefore, some central
Scale point might be set as "minimum acceptable performance." This would be 19

, .



subject to change, of course, depending on the actual instrument which the technical

onsultant would help construct, but for the moment i/ would suffice as a desired

ndard.
Because. Forms 3B and 3C, on content and content seq encing, were so closely

related, they decided to deal with them together. They had great difficult* in

thinking of possible data sources whjh would give them information a6tput the

content and sequence actually used in the classroom. A teacher questionnaire was

suggested, but some members felt that it would not be sufficient alone, since it

would only record a teacher's impressions of the content and sequence he or .slie

used. Vic Nolte then suggested that teachers keep a log, at least fora fey weeks each.

semester, so they could record on a day - to-day basis what 4911tent and sequence

they taught. Walt Powell felt that some kind of check by an outside observer would

also be helpful in. order to compare what teachers reported they did with what they

were observed doing by another person. He suggested that it would be possible. to

devise an observation checklist, like one he used In observing the classes of new

teachers. -:He would observe a random sample of classes taught over a period of

months and compare his results with those from the questionnaires and logs. Such

observations ,would be only for content taught, not sequence, since it would, be

difficult with a randorti sample of 'classes to determine ariy one teacher's content

sequence: The teachers felt, hbwever, that such information should not be gathered

without an opportunity to express their reasons for using differen.1 sources and

sequences of content. Thus, teacher conferences were added to the GI of possible

data sources.
The elements under instructional approach (Form 3D) allowed them more

freeddm and imagination in data sources. For instructional sequence, they again

suggested teacher logs and conferences,'- but 'also included student wlork samples.

These work samples, properly dated, would give evidence of ale order in which

topics were taught to the students. For instructional media, the coordinator saidlie

would devise a materials checklist based on the one included_ in the program manualt

and would personally take a precise inventory of the stoat of lab equipment

available. Items would be . added to the teacher questionnaire regarding their

experiences and impressions of the availability of such materials. Items would also

be added to the teacher and student questionnaires, and to the observation checklist

about the extent of instructional activities.
Student growing was the only element the committee had retained utidei

program support (Form 3E). For this, the- most obvious source of data was the

existing student records, since they were the original source for such information in

placing students. in SCI, physics, or biology. These records would provide aptitude

1



test scores, reading scores, grade point averages in ,science, and 'other information.
The committee realized that it was not practici to ex'ainine over a thOusand student
.recoraE they instead agreed to sample the sieCorcks...of each of the threc'sciimce
soups.

Tablei would then ,show the averages and relative ranges of aptitude sand
achicxemetit'scores for the thiee'science grouPs. This evidence would suppoit or not
thecoMmillee members' contention that the SCI students had generally lower levels
of,ability 'and.rachievemeht than studettts in the biology and physics'.

,Walt Powell reviewed the completed forms with We conVnittee, and had the
-Anal copies types, duplicated, and distribred

. ,

a

The committee's completed copies of it
-Forms 3A through 3E are on pages32 to 5.12..

Review Part 3 of.these forms'now befze
proceeding the nexf'sectiorion putting. N.
the plan into operation.

Putting the Plan into Operation
After having the copies of the forms duplicated, the coordinator submitted

them to the Assistant Superintehdent fort ChrriFuluin who reviewed them, suggested

.a few minor changes, andapprovedithbm.
Powell then sought Somecine.with the technical skills. in evaluation to help him

put the pMn into operation. He found an evaluator with appropriate skills who had
previously -done evaluation,,work for the dfstrict, and signed a contract with him for

consultant services.
Together they 'began to .onstruet instruments for -the evaluation. These

included the teachers' log, the tea0ers',queStidtmaic-e, the classroom observation
instrument, the' student questionnaire, and the Materials checklist. The ,committee

meMbers, with the evaluator's help, cOnstructed the basic skills test. The evaluator
also helped devise a pr9cedure fOr drawing a sample of the students' recorOand for
tallying thedata. Th4iAata collection was'thc first completed by the committee, and
they found. a very large difference between the ninth grade SCI students and the
other science students in both ability and achievement. . 21



. During the spring of 1977, instruments were pilot tested. These pilot tests were

done to be sure that instructions for the instruments were clear and that the

instruments were workable. Since this was ,a tryout, only a small sample of the

students were administered the baiic skills test and the student questionnaire.

The evaluator and the coordinator together made up a schedule for

administering the data gathering instruments in the next school year.

The evaluator also helped to -obtain computer processing for the results of the

basic skills test and the student questionnak. The coordinator had wanted to do

this data processing on the district's computel service, but the service's programs .

were limited to administrative functions such as budgeting and attendance. They did

not have the statistical pu3g.4:ms needed: The evaluator had the data analyzed at the

local university's computer facilities.'

As of this writing, the evaluation is in progress and is proceeding on schedule.

16.114%.,
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Case, Studyei.Examples



These examples are intended to accompany the narrative portion or the case
study. ,They have been placed together for easy reference. The set of completed
forms constitutes the evaluation plan for the Science Curriculum for Individualiza-

tion (SCI) in the Belford, Pennsylvania, school district. On some copies of Forrhs 3A
through 3E, Part 3 has not been completed; these were the program elements which
the committee diopped as a result of its piority rankings in Part 2 for the forms.
The committee coordinator's ratings are shown in Part 2 of forms 3A through 3E;
other committee-members Could, of course, have given different ratings.

A

25
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form i - clarifying Concerns and Questions

I.- Concern.

Student performance. There-is a concern that ninth grade students are

not achieving objectives of the Science Curriculum for Individualization (SCI)
prcgram with respect to basic knowledge and skills, and problem solving. .

In addition to cognitive outcomes, the program intends t roduce positive
attitudes towards science and science study in studen,ts d there is abncern
that many students have negbtive attitudes towards sci

Basis for the concern.

Teachers have reported that many of their students seen to be perform-
ing 'poorly on a number of the SCI modules and have poor attitudes in science.

The district's Science. Director is also concerned that parents feel that
students are not achieving well in science. Additionally, a survey conducted
last year by.one of the high schools' psychology classes showed science to be

the least liked subject among ninth graders.

Possible questions associated with this concern,

a. What are the current levels of performance of ninth grade ICI
students with respect to the program's objectives in basl.0 skills
and problem solving?

b. What -is the relative performance of these students on these skills
compared to similar students round the country?

c. What are current studen ttitudes towards science as a school
subject, as having r evance to their lives, and as a career field
which is open to both males and females?

I mil I ilJgcif-Of
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PLANNING AEROGRAM EVALUATION

Fornsl - Clarifying Concerns and Qin/glom

Student grouping. There is a concern' regarding the effects of the

student grouping policy for the ninth grade science program. Under current

policy, all seventh and eighth grade students take the SCI program.
However, ninth gralie students are piaced.into one of three science programs:

SCI, btolo0y, or introductory physics. This grouping is made on the basis

of combined Verbai and *marital subtest scores on the Standard Aptitude
Test (given in the eighth grade); eighth grade science grades; and various.
other factors, including student and parent preference. Students with high

scores and grades go into Other the blorogy,or the physics course- The

remaining students, about two-thirds of the total number of ninth grade

students, are placed into the SCI program.

1.

2. flasisrfur this concern.

.. It would seem logical that students in the biology and physics classes
are brighter, more highly motivated, and more highly disciplined than those
students in the ninth grade SCI program.. Removing them from the SCI classes

would leave a group of students of, middle to lower ability, who are less

motivatedgand less well disciplined. The proportion of student § with

dtiolpline or study problems would rise in the SCI classes. Informally,

teachers in the SCI classes report that this, in fact, seems to be the case.
Direct evidence df the exact nature of'the differences in the three groups

'is lacking, however.

Possible questions associated with this concern

a. What is the exact nature of the differences in ability and achieve-
ment between the ninth grade SCI, physics, and biology classes?

t

1.1,1111 I pagc I tIt I
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVACUATION 5

Form 1 - Clarifying Concerns and Qtseseums

.
'-i

1. Concern. 1

Content and sequence. .There is a concern is to the nSture of the con-

tent actually taught in SCI classes and the sequence 0 wsich that content

is taught. The content of the ninth grade SCI program is- presented in six

modules:(ilts° called units). All students must tisk; the 'amasurement"

Module first since it presents certain basic procedures regarding observe-

tion.and measurement crucial to the remaining modulei:.
Bowever, an individual

studenf may elect to complete the
remaining five in any Order ohis or her

choosing according to his or her interests. Local teachhrs have modified the

original program to require that each student must compliete at least three

of the five remaining modules
in order to pass the course. Although the

order of the modules is
flexilsJe, the content within a specific module is.

intended to-he taught in a specific sequence.

Basis for this concern.

Teachers, in informal discussion,
have found that they do sometimes

teach units in a specified
order but do not always teakh the content within

the nodules in the specified order. Some teachers also report omitting some

cpntent and adding other content.
Both the Science Dfrector and the ninth-

grade science teachers are concerned about this
sincetheyfeel that there

should be a more well-defined
curriculum and since it:makes it difficult to

talk about all
students%receiying a reasonably uniforh curriculum with such

variation.

f.

Possible questions associated with this concern. .

a. 1Mat content do teachers
actually teach in the ninth grade Sk

classes?

b. In what order is that content taught?

c. Why do teachers use a
palti:ular content or sequence?

tl

Form I: page I of I



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form I -Clarifying Coacerasiand Questions

Methods and activities. There is a concern as to whether teachers and
students perform essential methods and activities prescribed for the ninth

grade SCI prograi. Specific activities and methods are prescribed by the

'Program manuals, workbooks, etc. In addition, it isrnot known precisely what

other methods are being used by teachers and students and to what extent these

are being used.

Bias for this cone n.

The Science Director is concerned about this, partly because teachers

seem to.be confused as to exactly what methods and activities are to be

'used, and partly because some of the teachers currently using SCI in the

ninth grade have had little or no formal training in using the program.

Teachers have,also expressed some uncertainties in using the program.

I

3. hissibie question smonimakroith this ,concern.

a. To what extent do students and teachers follow prescribed methods

and-activities in tha classroom?

.b. What methods. -or activities are omitted or added, and why?

c.. What do teachers see themselves as doing, and what do they actually

do, as seen by an outside observer?

Form i rnige I of I
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PLANNING A PROD EV A ATION

Form I Clarifying Questions

I. Concern.

Materials and facilities. There is a concern abOut the availability of

materials and facilities needed to teach tht SCI properly. The SCI program

was developed by a research center at a southern university and has a long;

well-defined list of laboratory materials which are intended to be used in

teaching the content of the program. Certain facilities are also specified
or implied such as gas jets for lab work or. windows for wintertime experi-

ments. The SCI program also has a series
orconsumable student workbooks in

which students work certain problems and
record data from experiments and

demonstrations.

2. Buis for this concern.

Teachers have complained at various times about a lack of appropriate

materials and facilities. Workbooks are often not available and science Le2

equipment is in either short supply Or not available at all. Some facilit

are known not to be available: it is not known exactly to what extent

teachers have encountered such
shortages, or exact4 what the extent of the

shortages are.

3. Possible questions associated with this concern.

.a. Precisely to what extent are materials and facilities available or

not available?

b, Are teacher perceptions of the lack of facilities and materials

supported by an Objective survey
of those actually available?

If there is anactual lack of
facilities and materials, what effects

do teachers report that such
shortages have on classroom instructionq

r Form I : page I of I
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PUNNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION
PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 2 Somailing Me Program Information
Form 2 Summarizing Bait Program Information (Continued G

1, ?wpm tide.

Part I -Identification
Part 3 Students

h. Locations at which program is used,

Science Curriculum for Individualization (SCI)

2. Content.

Ninth grade SCI 'is taught at'only one location, North Junior High School,

Ellis Drive, ,Belford, Pennsylvania. This school containt only ninth

grade students.

The program presents a series of science topics (e.g., measure-

ment, the'environment, the universe, biology; etc.) for seventh, eighth,

and ninth grades. Only the ninth grade program is the subject of this

evalgation, however.

3. program.

Student text booklets: The Environment, The Unirerie, Measurement, Biology-

(,cal Science Force and Motion, and Physical Science
7, Studentpopuhtionasociatedwithprogram.

IttrdWimrkbooks to accompany each of the six text booklets. These workbooks

are consumable and are not reused.
Ninth grade students are placed in one of three science courses: physics,

Teachers Manual which gives more information on how to teach specific points, biology, or SCI, Following is a breakdown of the enrollments in these

doei7517artl7ins and experimedis, etc. courses;

41) ectives List listing all objectives for the entire SCI program

Material] List listing all materials needed for demonstration and

experiments

II/

Part 2 Personnel

Boys Girls Total

SCI 377 326 703

Biology ' 103 114 217

Physics

Total

87

567

76

516

163

1083
ito

4, Program Director, -.1 11111
*

Approximately 65Vof the students at North Juhior High School are white,

Walt Powell, Science Director, Belford Public Schools, PA 15% black, and 10% of Spanish speaking backgrounds,

Staffing,

The staff who currently teach the ninth grade SCI program are:

Ira Dayton

Joan Cohen

Bill ArAstrong

Vic Nolte

Les Fisher

Ed Tompkins

Gloria Cunnings

The first five teachers listed teach ninth grade SCI classes only.

The last two teachers are full-time teachers but teach other science courses

for, part of their time,

Belford is a small older town, that has now become a somewhat removed .

suburb of a large urban ci* It includes a central town area originally

of Civil War era and now somewhat run down; better quality suburban homes,

and large areas of farmland. In recent years, there has been a large

influx of blacks and Spanish-speaking families.

',shall 2 pdge I of :
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3A -Student Outcomes

Part I Cbuifying Intended Student Outcomes

la Type of outcome, Check one and complete hem lb,

13 A. Information recall 0 E. Attitudes

N B. Basic sl Its 0 F. Values

C. Higher order processes 0 G. Personal development

13 D. Support skills 0 H. Social development

I b., Specifolly, Modest' should..

r

8e'able to perform basic scientific operations. 4

Student behaviors. What are some representative behaviors for this type of outcome'

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Make accurate measurements with appropriate scales.

Make objective observations.

Make accurate records /descriptions of these observations.

Analyze and interpret quantitative data.

Organize a data collection procedure.

4

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further Menne'

Relative priority. 'Compared with other types of outcomes and student behaviors that might be

examined. fix highly related k this to our concerns arid questions?

14 a rating scalcof I to5 with

5 . very highly related and

I = only a little related . ..... ,, . . Write the number

in this box

32

3C9

hirm page I of 1

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION 1

Form 3A Student Outcomes tContinuedl

Part 3 - Gathering and thingEvidence

4. Source of data. What source of data will pt vide evidence about thin outcome?

There will be two sources of data for performance...

a. Standard Science Achievement Test (Quantitative Skills Subtest).

b. Locally constructed achievement test (Measurement and Observation

Subtest).

. S. Measurement csilaion. What is the minimum ac eptaWe
performance for an individual

student?

a. Student scores at or above 50th percentile of the SSAT-Quantitative

Skills Subtest.

b. Student scores 80%'of items correct on Measurement and Observation

Subtest.

n. Students expected to. meet standard. How many students in our pbpubtjon are expectedlo

meet this standard?

a. At least half (3.51 students) should achieve scores at or above the

50th percentile on the SW-Quantitative Skills Subtest.

b. At least three-fourths (527 students) should get BO% of the Items

correct on the locally constructedtasurement and Observation Subtest.

7. Population characteristics.
What characteristics of this population are

useful to know in

interpreting their performance?

Average to below average range of ability and achievement. Most high

achieving students are in biology or beginning phyilcs In the ninth grIle.

One-fourth of students In this course are of Spanish-speaking background.

Remainder are of mostly white, middle-income families, some blue-collar,

some farming, some white-collar famines.

Form 3A: page 2 of 2 `1



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION
PUNNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3A Student Outcomes
Form 3A :Student MOMS lContieuedi

Part I - Clarifying Intended Siudent Outcomes

la. Typo( ottani. Check one and complete Item I b.

0 A, Information recall

0 B. [laicals

C, Miter ordeeproceses

0 D. Support skills

lb. SpedficalN, students *mild

Be able to solve science problems using

0 E, Attitudes

0 F, Values

0 G. Personal development

0 H. Soeial development

,ic operations.

2. Student behaviors. What are some representative behaviors for this type of outcome?

.:.

a. Solve Word problems involving measurement, observation, data analysis

tl' eed.internreiation, and organization of d collection procedures.

b. Use scientific procedures to solve probl e JeJated to practical

incidents they might encounter in their everyday life,

Part 2_ Setting Priorities for Further Planning

3, Relative priority. Compared with other types of miaow and ltudent behaviors that might he

examined. how highly related is this to our concerns and questions?

Use a rating stale of I to 5 with

. very highly related and

I . only a little related ........ ,t

V

5

Virile the number

in this box

Form 3A: page I of

Put 3 Gathering and tin; Evidence

4, Source of data. What source of data will provide evidence about this outcome? .

Standard Science Achievement rest (Problem Solving Subtest).

5. Masureinent criterion, What is the minimum acceptable' performance for an individual

student?

. Student scores at or above the 50th percentile.

Students expected to meet standard. How many students in our population are expected to

',meet this standard?

At leasi half (352 studentsr should achieve scores at or above the 50th

pertl<ti I e.

1. Population characteristics.
What characteristics of this population are meta to know in

interpreting their performance?

Teachers report evidence from their classroom observations that many

students cannot solve problems readily, either word ,problems or pract kit

problems. .

1

Form 3A; rise 2 of 2 33
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3A Student Outcomes

Farm 3A Slodent,Outcomes (Continued

Part 1 -Clarifying Intended
Student Outcomes

la, Type of outcome. Checkone and complete Item lb.

0 A. Informttioniemt
0 E. Attitudes

0.8. Basic gills
. 0 F. Values

C.CHitherolder processes
0 G. Personal development

11 D. Support skills
0 R. Social development

lb. Specifically, stoderthishould.,

Conduct themselves properly In lab sessions,

2.
Student behaviors. What are some

representaq behaviori for this type ofoutcome?

a. Will use lab science equipment properly.

b, Vill'follow safety and discipline rules.

Part 2- Setting Priorities for Further Planning

Relative priority. Compared
with other types of outcomes

and student behaviarsihat
might y

examined, how highly related is this to our concerns and questions?

Use a rating scale of I to5 with

5 = very highly related and

= only a little related ...
Write the number

M this bor

34

.

Four 3A: page I of

Part 3 Gathering and Usitig Evidence

4, Source of data. What sdtrce of data will provide evidence about this outcome?

5. Measurement criterion.
What is the minimum acceptable performance fors an individual

student? ,

6. Students expected to meet standard. 'How many Students in our population are
expected to

meet this standard?

7. Population clumcteristics.
What characteristics of this population are

useful to know in

interpreting their performance?

C

1

Form 3A: par': of



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3A Student Outcomes-

Part I Clarifying Intended Student Outcomes

la, Tr* of outcome. Check ne and complete Item lb

0 A. Informatio call

0 8, Basic skills

0 C. Higher order processes

0 D. Support skills

lb, Specifically, students should,..

ti E. Attitudes

0 F. Values

0 G. Personal development

0 H, Social development .

Have a positive'attitud, towards the study of science.

4

2. Student behaviors, What are some representative behirors for this type of outcome?

a: Find the study officience interesting,

b. Feel thyt science is relevant to society and their daily lives.

c. Feel that science offers careers at which both males and females cin

,succeed.

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further Planning

3. 'Relative priiiity. Compared with other types of monies and student behaviors that might he

exaMined, how highly related is this to our concerns and questions'

Use a rating sealOf Ito 5 with

5 = very highlytrelated and

I = only a tittle related ,,,,, , .
Write the number

in this box

form 3A: pagv'l of

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3A Student Outcomes (Continued I

Part 3 Gathering and Using Evidence

'!, Source of data. What source of data will provide evidence about this outcome?

Student Attitude Questionnaire (to be constructed).

A

N.

5, Measurement criterion, What is the minimum acceptable
performance for an individual

student?

a. Student ratei,,science as "Interesting" on a scaled questionnaire item.

b. Student rates science as "relevant" on a scaled questionnaire item.

c. Student shows no sex bias In response to Item regarding males and

females choosing carArs in science.

6. Students expected to meet standard. How many students in our population are expected to

meet this standard?

a. All students should rate thence as "interesting" or better.

b. All students should rate science as "relevant" or better.

c.' All students should display no -set bias regarding science careers

for males and females.

7: Population characteristics. What Characteristics of this' population are useful to know in

interpreting their performance?

Many students .seem to have poor attitudes towards science or are at feast

indifferent to It. Both boys and girls seem to regard science as a male

field.

Forli 3A: page 2 of 2 35,
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 38 .Curriodum Content

Part I Clarifying Intended Curriculum Content

Ie. Source of content. Check One and complete Item lb.

B A. Traditional academic disciplines

0 B. Personal experiences of students

t, 0 C. Society scan environment

0 D. The world of thought

lb. Types of content. More specifically, within this subject matter area, what types of content is

it intended that the present curriculum program emphasize? (See Appendix for some

possibilities within each area.)

2. Facts

3. Key concepts

4. Rules and relationships

5. methods and procedures

2. Reasons. Why should these types of content be emphasized?

Skills In science require that content be emphasized which teaches basic

scientific facts; key scientific concepts by which those facts are

explained and,organized; the rules and relationships rang concepts; and

the methods and procedures which are included in the 1:scientific method."

I'

Form 38. page i of 2

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3B Curriculum Content (Continued)

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further ?tinning

3. Relative priority. Compared with otherelements that might beteumined, how highly related

is this to*concema and questions?
VII01=10

Use a rating sale of I to 5 with
5

5 = very Wilily related and
he number

I :only a little related.
Write

in this box

Part 3 Getheringind Using Evidence

4. Sources of data. What sources of data will provide evidence about
whether these types of

content are actually
emphasized in the present program?

a. Teacher Quest connaire Teachers report what types of content they

emphasize.

b. Teacher Log - Teachers maintain a log. of types of content actually

taught.

c. Observat ion Checklist, - Science plrector observes and reports on

content actually taught In random sample of classes.

d. Teacher conferences to discuss sources and types of content actually

taught.

S. Judgment criteria. How will the data collected be judged or, interpreted
with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?

All teachers should give primary emplus Is to these types of content as

demonstrated by (1) time devoted to then, and (2) stated =I tment to

them. Teachers will be further asked to Interpret reasons for differences

in time devoted to each of these types of content, and what content they

feel should be emphasized, In a teacherconference.

Form 3B: age 2 oft,



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 38 Curriculum Commit

'Part I .Clarifyine Intended Curriculum Content

la, Source of content, Check one and complete Item lb.

0 A. Traditional academic disciplines

B, Personal experiences of students

0 C. Society as an environment

0 D. The world of thought

lb. Type of content More specifically, within this subject matter area, what typessof content rs

it intended that the pearl curriculum program emphasize? (See Appendix EH for some

possibilities within each met)

Student Interest! or purposes,

2. Reasons. Why should these types of content he emphasized?

It Is Important to develop posi t lye student attitudes about science. By

encouraging students to pursue thelr'own interests within the curriculum

program, students may have a more pos It lye at t i tudeliptiards the study of

science and be able to relate It more to their fuel and potenilal

careers.

.14 WA
4

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3B Curriculum Content (Continued)

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further Planning

.1 Relative priority. Compared with other elements that might be examined, how highl related

is this to our concerns and questions?

Use a rating scale of Ito 5 with

5 . very highly related and

I = only a little related.

111111111,

5

Write he number

in this box

Part 3 Gathering and Using Evidence

4. Source of data. What sources of data will provide evidenceeabout whether these types of

content are actually emphasized in the present program?

a. Teacher Questionnaire Teachers report to what extent content chosen

was based on expressed student interests, and what methods are used

to stimulate student Interest.

b, Teacher Log Teachers maintain in log of types of content actually

taught and to what extent I t was based on expressed student interests.

c. Observation Checklist Science DI rector observes and reports on content

actual I y taught In random sample. of classes.

d. Teacher conferences to discuss sources and types of content actually

taught,

Judgment criteria. Now will the data collected be judged or interpreted with respect to our

list ofconcerns and questions?

Al I teachers should give strong emphasis to stimulating Interest in science

and to using these interests to Improve student attitudes towards science.

This could be demonstrated (1) the ways In which teachers stimulate

Interest, and (2) the extent to which such Interests influence choice of

content. Teachers 0! I be asked In conference discuss ions to interpret

reasons for differences In their approach, how,tp stimulate interest, and

the extent to which such interests should and does. influer0 content;

choice,



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3C Content Sequencing

Part I -Clarifying Intended Content Sequencing

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Font 3C- Content Sequencing (tontinued) ,

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further Planning

In Type of content (from (tent lb on Fonit 3B).

Facts

3. Relative priority; Compared with other elements that might be examined, how highly related

is this to our concerns And questions?

lb. Source of cutest
kueocingprindplec The intended source

for this type pf content. Check
Use a rating sale of I to 5 with

.0111MI

. one and complete Item lc.

5 = very highly related and
4

I = only a little related
11.011

0 A. Experience or observation of the world

B. Logical structure of existing knowledge

0 C. Methods of intellectual inquiry

0 D. Assumptions about the psychology of teaming

0 E. Conditions under which knowledge
could be used.

lc. Content 'epochs. principles.
More specifically, for this type of content and for this source,

what sequencing principles
is it intended that the present curriculum program emphasize? (See

Appendix B-2 for lame
possibilities within each source.)

Concrete to abstract

2. 'Rama Why should these principles be emphasized?

Scientific facts can be Illustrated by moving from concrete examples

from a student's experlence to more
abstract facts which can not be

so easily Illustrated.

38

Form 3C: par I of 2

Write the number

In this box

Part 3 Gathering and Using Evidence

4. Sources of data. What sources of data will provide
evidence about whether these content

sequencing principles are actually
emphasized in the present program?

,

Teacher conferences to discuss types of content and sequence In which

content I s presented,

5, Judgment aiteris. How will the data collected be judged or interpreted with our

list of concerns and questions?

Teachers,. In the conference discussion, will discuss these examples,

provide further data on their actual practlies, and the rusons for

these practices, Interpretations will be made at that time regarding'

whether the pretentation of facts In the science course is, for the

most part, made in this way, and what alternative methods might be

used.

Form 3C: pile 2 of 2



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3C Content Sequencing

Part I Clarifying Intended Content Sequencing

la. Type of content (from Item lb on Form 3131.

Key concepts

lb. Source of content equencingprinciples.
The intended source for this type of content. Check

one and complete Item lc.

0 A. Experience or observation of the work!

it B. Logisd structure of existing knowledge

0 C. Methods of intellectual inquiry

0 D. Assumptions about the psychology of learning

0 E. Conditions under which knowledge could be used.

lc. Content squendngPrinciples.
More specifically, for this type of content and for this source,

what sequencing principles is it intended that the present curriculum program emphasize? (See'

Appendix B-2 for some possibilities within each source.)

7. Prerequisite order of concepts

2, ;Realions. Why should these principles he enkphasized?

Mastery of scientific knowledge involves a hierarchy of interrelated

learning objectives. Certain concepts In science are prerequisite to

the learning of other concepts.
e

I (Irin page I ()I 2

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3C Content (Continued)

Part 2 Setting Priorities foriurther Planning

Relative priority.' Compared with other elements that might be examined, how highly related

is this to our concerns and questions?

Use a rating scale of I MI5 With

5 = very highly related and

I = only a little related

I

11111111M.

5

L.-)
Write he number

in this box

Part 3 Gathering and Using Evidence

4. Sources of data. What sources of data will provide tdence about whether these corltent

sequencing principles are actually emphasized in the present program?

Teacher conferences to discuss types of content and sequence in which

content is presented.

5. Judgment criteria. Now will the data collected be judged or interpreted with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?

Teachers, in the conference discussions, will discuss ways In which

they sequence this type of content, provide further data on their
actual practices, and the reasons for these Practices. Interpretation

will be made at that time, regarding whether the presentation of
key concepts in the science course Is, for the most part, made

in this way, and what al terna0e methods might be used.

Form IC page of 2 39



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Pam X ContentSequencing
ti

Part I Clarifying Intended Content Sequencing

Ia. Type of content (from Item lb on Form 3B).

Rules and relationships

lb. Source of contentopenchgprinciples,
The intended source for this type of content. Check

one and complete Item lc.

0 A. Experience or observation of the world

l B, Logical structure of existing knowledge

0 a C. Methodsof intellectual inquiry

0 I). Assumptioniabout the psychology of learning

0 E, Conditions under which knowledgecould be used.

lc,. Content mitsencins principles.
More specifically, for this type of content and for this source,

4 what sequencing principles
is it intended that the present

curriculum program emphasize? (See

, Appendix 132 for some possibilities within each source.)

6. Rule to application of rule

2. Reasons. Why should these principles be emphasized?

Rules are traditionally taught before the application of rules.

Form 3( page I of2

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3C Centrist Sirdng (Continued)

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further Planning

3, Relative priority, Compared with other element: that might be examinee, how highly related

is this to our concerns and questions?'"

Use a rating scale of I to 5 with

Ss very highly relateynd

= only a little related
Write the number

in this box

4. Sources of data. What sources of data will *vide evidence about whether these=rent
sequencing principles are actually emphasized in the present iropm? .

'Part 3 -Gathering and Using Evidence

Teacher conferences to clisciie types of content and sequence in which

content is presented,, v

.5

5. Judgment Atria. How will the data collected be judged or interpreted with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?

Teachers, in the conference dlrussion; will discuss ways in which

they sequence this line of content, provide further data on their

actual practices, and the reasons for these practices, interpretation

will be made at that time, regarding whether the presentation of

rules and ,relationships in the science course is, for the most part,

made in this way, and what alternative methods might be used.

Form 3C: page 242.
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Fond iC Content Sequencing .

. .

Part I :Clarifying Intended Content Sequencing

la. Tr of content (fromItem lb on Form Al

Methods and prtkedures

lb. Spine of contint sequencing principles,
The intended source for this type of,edntent, Cheek

one andomplete Item Ic.

0 A. Experience or observation of the world

B, Logical structure of existing knowledge'

0 C. Methcids of intellectual inquiry

g D. Assumptions about the 'psychology of learning

CI E. Conditions under which knowledge could be used.

lc, Content sequencing principles.
More specifically, for this type of content and for this source,

what sequencing principles is it intended that the preSent curriculum program emphasize? (See

Appendix B-2 for some possibilitifs witlllggach source.)

1. ,iPrerEquislte order oflkil 1 s

4. 6

PLANNING A PROGVA EVALVTION

FOrre'3C,- Contest Salaaming (Coatinoedl

4

$ Part 2 SettiePriorities forFutther Penning,

' i . ",. ._4

. 3, Relative priority.. Compared with othefelsnents that might be 'ximined, how highly related
a , t 0,

. is this to our conceals and questions?
,..:' 4 il, ' i

-
,

;! Use a rating scale of I to § with .,,A' ;

f..
, ....4.. d

5 7 vely,itithly related and ; F:'.'-':''.... 1

I =:only a little related ' ; ,
a

o
. .,

a w

7 f .. '
,?1,,riinte

this

boxnuniber

j1

44

, ,=.'

1.0R

0,
. ?1,i

41 Gatheriiig alul lNin) gideuce

4. Sources O(osta, 'What sources Ot,data OBI provide evidence about whether thesescontent

sectuenciti principles are actually emphasized in the present program?
lt

Lvi . A.,
1

Teacher conferences to d I s&ss 'types of content and sequence In

which content Is presented,
.

4 ,, . i

2. Reasons. Why should these principles be emphasized?

Mastery of the 'process known as the "sc I eot if c method" I nvol ves a

hierarchy of learning objectives. , Certain skills in using the scIntylc
method are ,prerequisite to the learning of:other skills.

,

t

Furst 4 pagt I or

IL.

4

5. Judgment crileit. How will the data collected be judged or interpreted with respect to our

list of concerns and questiOns?

Teachers, In the conference tilt usslon, will I 'discuss way's In which

they sequence this OS of content, provide further data on their ictuajt

pract ice's, and the reasons fcir these practi,ces. Interphtat ions

will be lade' at that t Ime, regarding whether the presentation of methods
and procedures In the science course, Is for the most part, made in

this way, and, what alternative methods might be used.

I

t

'Form 3C:,eage Lhol'2 41
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3C ContentSequencing

' Part I -Clarifying Intended Content Sequencing

I Is. Type of contest (from Item lb on Form 3BI

Student Interests or purposes

lb. Source of content salami: principles, The intended source for this type of content. Check

one and complete Item lc.

0 A. Experience or observation of the world

0 11." Logiad structureof existing knowledge

4 C. Methods of intellectual inquiry
s,

Assumptions about the psychology of learning

CLE.. Conditions under which
knowledge could be used.

, ic, Content kiencing principles.
More specifically, for this type of content and for this, source, .

,what sequencipg principles is it intended that the present
curriculum program emphasize? (See

Appendix lit-2 for some possibilities within each source.

.42

4. More Interesting to less interesting

.;.

2. Rers. Why should these principles be-emphasized?

By emphasizing content which possesses greater interest for students

or more relevance for their purposes should help to overcome student

Indifference and foster positive attitudes toward the study of science.

By lettinp students study more interesting topic areas first, it may

be possible to generate interest in other topic areas.

I

'Forui,3(.. page I of ".

KANN?. A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3t Content Sequencing (Continued)

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further Planning

3. Relative priority.
Compared with other elements that

might be examined, how highly related

is this to our concern' end questions?

Use a ratinpscalebf Ito S with

5 : very highly rebind and `

1= only :tile related
Write the number

in this box

Pert 3 - Gathering and Using Evidence

4. Sources of data. Wks! sources of data nil provide evidence about
whether these content,

sequencing principles are
actually emphasized in the present program?

Teacher conferences to discuss sources and types of content and

sequence in which content is presented.

5. Judgment asters. How will the data coll5cted be judged or interpreted
wit1),Iespect to bur

list of concehis andquestions?

Teachers, in the conference discbssion, wit 1 discuss ways in which

they ut I I ize student Interest and purposes In sequencing content

and its use as a source of content.
Interpretations wit I be made

at that time, regerding whether student interests and purposes are

utilized, to what extent teachers feel they should be ut I fixed, '
and what alternative methods of involving students might be use41,

'Fbtin 3C, page 2 of 2r



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

'Form 3D -Instructional Approach

Part I -Clarifying Intended Instructional Approach

Ia. Instructional approadt. Check one and complete Item lb,

0' A, Laming objectives 0 H. Instructional methods

O. B. 'Assessment of learning needi 0 I. Instructional settings

0 C. Diagnosis of learning needs 0 1. Instructional media,

0 D. Placement 0 K. Prim roles of student

E. Student motivation 0 L. Prima les of teacher

0 F. Instructional rquence 0 M. Instructi al activities

0 G. Pacing. 0 N. Perfo nee evaluation

lb, Specific instructional strategies. More specifically, within this instructional approach, what

strategies is it intended that the present curriculum program emphasize? (See Appendix E3 for

some possibilities within each approach.)

3. Based on student's interests

B. Based on increased student freedom of choice

2. Reasons. Why should these instructional strategies be emphasized?

Students are more likely to want to learn when Instruction taps their

existing, interests. Studen e also more likely to want to learn

itwhen they have some freedom hoice in what they. study and thus are

more able to control their learning environment in order to pursue

,content which fits their interests and purposes.

1.orm 31) page 1 of '_

Lk V

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3D Instructional Approach (C,0111ined)

Part 2 . Setting Priorities for Furtiernanning

3. Relative priority. Compared witlr °the:, elements titat might beexamined, how highly related

is this to au concerns and questions?

.4

Use a rating scale of I to 5 with

5 = very highly related and

I = only a little related

Write the number

in this box

Part 3 Gering and Using Evidence

4, Sources of data. What sources of data will provide evidence about whether these

instructional strategies are actually emphasized in the present provarn?

5. Judgment ailed'. How will the data collected by judged or interpreted with respect to our

list of concerns and questions? I

Form 3D: page 2 of 2 43



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATIOM

Forte 313 Intrirctionti Appeosi,

* Part I -Clarifying Intended Instructienal'A0nadi

la. Intruding!sppriadi. Check one and complete Iterit.lb,

,
tp

0 A. Learninfobjectins,
t7, 11 ; .

0 B. Assedniart °flaring needs
';indruational;settiasil .

0 C. Disclose of learning needs 0 'le .., ctionatinedia',.;

0 D. Placement
. d'ic.: prididy,tolei of Student

CI E. Student motivation
, ,C3.1.; Ptimary0esOf teacher,

N F. Instructional sequence
',.C1 ,It. '..lust'ruCtOtialictivities,..., ,

.

0 G. Pacing.
t 1,C l'OlCt;aluatitin

. . , , ,,,, . ' , ,
lb. Specific inductional strategies. More

specificallyyinthinikii )risiniticiiiif approach, what

strategies is it intended that the present
currieuhmiproOntiedtphaSize?(Sto Appendix

B-3 for

some possibilities within each approach.) 'r. ':, ....', , '?

1. Objectives: Fixed sequence

2.. Object Ives: Flexible sequencer,'

4. Curriculum content: Fixed sequinge,v;

5. Curriculum content: Flexible4eciu,efice ...;

7, Instructional activities: Fixecisqq*Ce,

8. Instructional act I vi t les: Male seguenFe

2. Reasons, Why should these instructiohilltratesies

This curriculum effers a care inat'On ;PI .find,and' flexible

in objectives, content, and instruct actl'vitin. It cons4sts

units (ndell) , and oblect 'iontent i'ird activities are fixed w I t hljt,

each of, hese, tioWeVer, for six rdules; the student, has

, dot cif select liSg' the order In which td. take. them, and thus soil

.b1 I ity, in. ;
. ,

This) f I ity w 11 permit. Student's, .tolave' greeter involvement In',.

, ,instroet tonal activities of, the trait,'Od'itill;,because of Its

pature, Insure that specifik cOntent: covered in a spec I f led

,

a.

.11:. 4

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3D Iitnrcrional Approach (Continued

.
Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further Planning

3. Relative priority. 'Compared
with other elements that might be examined, how highly related

is this to our concerns and questions?.

Use a rating scale of Ito 5 with

5 = very highly related and

I = only a little related

11111=1/11

5
MI/M.1Mb

Write the number

in this box

Part 3 Gathering and Using Evidence

4. Sources of data. What sources of data will provide evidence
about whether these

instructional strategies are
actually.einphasized in the present program?

a. Teacher jog - Objectives, and curriculum content
actually taught and

act Ivit !es actual ly' conducted,

b. Student work samples Workbooks completed, records of units /modules

completed, etc.

c. leacher conferences - Teachers discuss sequences used and reasons

for using then.

nt cited'. How will the data collected-by judged or
interpreted with respect to our

f concedes and questions?

from .teacher logs will be summarized to determine the orders In which

obilttives;'",content, and activities are actually taught. This' may make it

,pOss,Ible tO,,idetect patterns of instruction which Indicate that entirely a

fixe4sectimria*:'of modules is being used, or that a flexible sequence Is

,t beir4itiatid, w I tin n a modUle, In discussions with
teachers, attempts wi I I

be ntilktot,pro4le possible interpretations for different practices,

";and ftpitir7:Iiiipl Int lons..for changing instruction.

.
Form. 3D: page 1 of 2
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'PLANNINCAIROGRAM EVALUATION

Form Kr- Mm lone *retch

Part I -Clarifying Intendedlnitructional Approach

Ia. Iratructimml approach. Cnetk one and complete Item lb,

0 A. luting objectives

0 B. Asensment of learning needs

0 C. Diagnosis of teaming mods

0 D. Placement

0 E. Student motivation

0 F. Instrudiomil sequence

0 G. Pacing.

H.

01.

03.

K,

0 L.

0 M.

0 N.

Instructional methods

Instructional settings

instructional media

Primary roles of student

Primary roles of teacher

instructional activities

Perpmance evaluation

lb. Specific instractional tiratePet. More specifically, within thit instructional approach, whit

strategies is it intended that the present ciiiTiculum program emphasize? (See Appendix B-3 for

some possibilities within each approach.)

3, Lecture (presentation by teacher)

4, Demonstration

5. Explanation

6. Question and answer

7, Discussion

11. Direct experience

2. Reasons. Why should these instructional strategies be emphasized?

0

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form ID - Inetructioruil Approach (Continued

Part 2 - Setting Priorities for Further Maiming

3. Re'ative priority. Compared with other elements that might be examined, how highly related

is this to our concerns and questions?

Use a rating sac of I to 5 with

5 = very highly related and

I = only a little related
Write the number

in this box

Pan 3 -Gathering and Using Evidence

4. Sources of dita. What sources of. data will provide evidence about whether the

instructional strategies are actually emphasized hi the present program?

a. Teacher questionnaires - Teachers rate frequency of use of each method

plus other methods used,

b. Observation of classes - Science supervisor makes random sample of

classes to' determine frequency of use of methods by actual observation

checki ist,

c. Teacher conference - Teachers discuss frequency of use and reasons

for use.

S. Judgment aiterk. How will the data collected by judged or interpreted with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?

Instructional methods for this program are carefully prescribed in the

manuals and handbooks for. this program as well as in the,training sessions

for teachers. This particular set of methods is intended to serve the
functions of giving information to students (as in lecture, question and
answer, and explanation), and involving students more directly in the
teacher-learning process and reinforcing learning by practical experience

(as in demonstration, discussion, and direct experience). Others are

used 'to some extent, but these are the primary methods.

Form 3D: page I of 2

Teachers should, by the standards of the original program, be using these

instructional methods primarily. Frequency of use and has these methods

are used will be compared with an estimate of the actual frequency of use

(made from the observations ) and differen6es between these, and possible

".reasons for these differences will be discussed at teacher conferences,

.

Form 31): page 2 of 2 45
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' PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3D:Inettuctional Approach

Part I -Clarifying Intended Instructional Approach

Is. loboctimml approach. Check one and complete Item lb.

0 A. Learning objectives
0 N. Instructional methods

0 B. Moment of learning needs 0 I, instructionakettinp

0 C. Dignoriis of leaming needs ." 0). Instructional media

0 D. Plactemnt
0 K. Primary roles of student

0 E. Student motivation
0 L Primary roles of teacher

0 F. Instructional mquence
M. Instructional activities

0 G. Pacing,
0 N. Performance evaluation

lb, Specific instructional strategies. More specifically, withirithis instructional approach, what

strategies is it intended that the present
curriculum program emphasize (See Appendix .11-3 for

\ some possibilities within each approach.) .

2, Teacher tutoring

4, Small group instruct ion

'5. Large group instruct ion

2, Reasons. Why should these instructional strategies be emphasized?

These different settings are recommended for usein the program

manuals for the SCI program. The combination of individualized

teaching and small and large group Iftitruct ion provides a 'flexible

approach tvdeal ing with students' learning needs in different

situations.

0'-4

Form 3D: page I of

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION Ap

Form 3D Instructional Approach (Coalimai)

Put 2 . Settirig Priorities for Further

3. Relative priority. Compared with other elenteskiat might

is this to our concerns and questions? '
Um a rating scale of I to 5 with

5 z:very highly related and

I only a little related
r

ed,hOw highly related

Write the number. .'

in this box
on

t;4t Part 3 Gather* and`Using Stridence

4. tios. What tomes of data will 'provide evidence about whether these

ctional strategies are ictuilly emphasized in the Present program?

4, l'es!

4 I

a

5. Judgment criteele. How will the data collected by judged or interpreted with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?

Form 3D: page 2 of 2



PLANING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 313- luatructioal Approach

'PLANNING A PROGRAIO EVALUATION

Form 3D.: beiructioal Approach (Continned I

Pad I -Clarifying Intended Instructional Approach

L lririMindepproaci, Cued one and complete Item lb;

0 A. Laming object* 0 H. Instructional methods
.

0 B. Aexasment of learning needs 01. Instructional settings

13 C. Diagnosis Of laming needs 1E4 I, Instructionalmedia

D. &cement 0 K. Primary roles ofiudent '

0 E. StUdent,raotivation 0 L. Primary roles of tfacher

d f. Instructional sequence 0 M, Instructional activities

0 G. Picini 0 N. Pafomiace evaluation

lb. Sparc irmlnetinal stratngla More specifically, within this instructional approach, what

stratetaitit intended that the present curriculum program emphasize? (See Appendix B3 for

3.

Part 2 -Setting Priorities forsfuither Planning

, .

Relative priority. Compared with other elements that right be examined,

is this to our concerns and questions?

ifrating scale of I to 5 with

5 = very highly related and

1 = onlyi little related
Write

in

how highly related

4

the number

this box

4.

Parti,3 -Gathering and Using Evidence

Sources of .data. What sources of data will pride evidence about, whether these

instructional strategies are actually emphasiud in the present program?' ,

° some posibilities within each approach.)

1. Printed textsoorknooks, ,etc.

S. Other - Laboratory equipment, supplies, manipulabies, etc.

2, Remeis, Why should these instrhctional strategies be emphasized?

The 5C f has a well,-,defined set of med is, which are intended to,be used

In.teiching the prCiqram, Specific equipment and materials are needed

'for the lataratdri work which the students must perform and for certain

demonstrations. Each student should also tave a workboOk in which

to record observat ions made' in laboratovy work and to* specified

exercises, which provide practice in using the conceptstand rules in

solving problems.

k4

Form 3U: page I of 1

a. ,Karefialx rhorki iSt Checklist to ;inventory available materials

b. Teacher questionnaire Teachers rate availability of material;
and equipment fqr ,use at appropriate times.

5. Judgment ailed'. How will the data collected by fudged or interpreted with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?,

A list of materials needed for the SCI prograni and the quant les needed

for each item for a given unbar of classes and students In contained

in an administrator's manual written by the program developers. Available

quantities should equal or exceed those stated in the 1 1st; Further',

all teachers in the program should, report that al I e ulOnent and materials

are available when needed.

t.

Fordi page 2 of 2 47
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PLANNING A PROGRAM D'Abl/A&AIV

ForrniD Instructional Approach

a.

la,

, lir
f Part I Clarifying Intended Instructional Approach

a.
Instructional approach, CheCk one and complete Iteih lb. .0

0 A. Learning objectives
4

0 B: Assessment of feat ig Ads

0 C. Diagnosis of learning needs

0 D. Placrineknt

E, Student motivation

F, Instructional sequence

0 G, Pacing.

0 H. Instructional methods

Instructional settings'.

0 1, Instructional media

ri K. Primary roles of student

0 L, Primary roles of teacher

0 M. Instructional activities
A

a N. Performance evaluation

a

lb. Specific instruc(onal strategies. More specifically,lwithin this instructional apprbach, what

strategies is it inifided that
ihefresent curriculum program

emphasize?* Appendix 0-3 for

some possibilities within eal approach.)
'

1,, ACcept direction

2, Assimilate information

"io :Pratt ice

+4. Integrate and process information

5. Solve problems

6, Interact with others

7, Pursue individual interests

8. Cooperate In planning learning activities

E

2. ,Reasons, Why should these tnstructional
strategies be emphasirei?

Although other roles are also used, this set of roles represents the most

impo?ttht roles of the student In this program., They are roles which the

student must accept or perform In achieving the
objectives of ti is prograV,

4

$ PLANNINGiA PROGRAM 'EVALUtION

Form 3D- hst*ional Approach (Continued)

'; 41 Part 2 ietting Priorities for Further Planning

3. .` tive Priority, Compared with oher elements that might beraid, how highly celled

1 is this to our concerns and question?P <s 4

r.

Use a tating'scak of Ito 5 with

S = very highly related Id
0 I = nly a litkilated, ,

.;
#

Write the nuMbet

in this box

Part 3 - &Meting and Uiing Evidence

1./
14. liources of data, What sources of data will provide evidence

4
Insactional strategiis are

actually emphasized in the present program?

+4:

rit 1

Form 3D. page I of

b

Y

'+1

about whether these

V. '4

5. Judgmen> criteria. How will the data collected by judged or interpreted wi respect to our

list of concerns and questions?

4).

9.

7

Form3D: page 2 of '
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3D Instructional Approach

'PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Farm 3D Instructional Approach (Continued)

t

Part I Clarifying Intended Instructional Approach
Part 2 -Setting Priorities fiFurther Plannigg

la, Instructional approach. Check one and compkle Item lb,

0 A. Learning objectives 0 H. Instructional methods

0 B. Assessment of learning needs

0 C, Diagnosisof leaping needs

0 D. Placement

Q E, Student motivation.

0 F. lnstructionil sequence

0 I; Instructional settings

0 J. Instructional media

0 K. Primary roles of student

Prinik roles of teacher

C M. Instructional activities

. 0 G. Pacing, 0 1,1, PerfOrmance evaluation

.4!.

4 P

lb, Specific instnactional strategies. More specifically, within thisinstructional approach, what

strategies is it'irftended that the prIsent curriculum proiram emphasize' (See Appendix 13-3 for

some pomibilities within each approach.)

). Provide direction

2. Provide Information

4. Guide or ,f acl I ltate discussion

Dtmonstrue

6. tiotivate students

, Assess student progress.

2. Reasons.' Why should these instructional strategies be emphaket

AlthOugh other roles are also used, this set of roles, represents, the Lost

Important roles of the teacher in this program. They are roles which the

teacher must perform in order to implement the program.

\.
11.

44,

I orm II) page l of 2

f"

4.1

3, Relative priority. Compared with othefelements that might be examined, how highly related

is this to our concerns and questions?

0

Use a rating scale of I to 5 with

t. 5 . very highly related and

I only a little related

.111=40

3

Write the number

in this box

Part 3 - athcring and Using Evidence 4,

4. Sources of data. What sources of data will provi evidence about s(thether these

instructional strategies are actually emphasized in the present program?
s

4

'6

5. Judgment criteria. How will the data collected by juddd or interpreted with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?
, ,

/ I ,

Form 3D. page 2 o1 2 49



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Fenn 3D - Instructional Approach

Part I - Clarifying Intended Instructional Approach

la, Instructional spinach. Check one and complete item lb,

0 A,

09.

0 C.

D.

0 E.

0 F.

4 0C,

a

Learning objectives

Asiessrnent of learnii needs

Diagnosis of learning needs

liattmen1 ,

Student motivation

Instructional sequence

Pacing.

0 H, Instructional methods

0 I, Instructional se*ings

0 1, Instructional media

0 K. Primary roles of student

0 L. Primary roles of teacher

8 M. Instructional activities

0 Performance evgation

lb. Specific instructional stntegies..
More specifically, within this instructional approach, what

strategies i,s it intended that the present curriculum program
emphasize? (See Appendix B-3 fon

some possibilitiewithin each approach.)

2. Reading

3. Listening
writing

5. Responding to,quest ions

6 Questioning
7. Working with printed texts, worksheets, exerciser

9, Conferring with teacher or another student

11. Discovering through "hands on" experience

12. Researching or investigating

13. Demonstrations ,

17. Other - hbrking with lab equipment

, 2. Reasons, Why should these instructional
strategies be emphasized?

50

These Instructional activities are crucial to knowledge, practice,

and reinforcement in this science- program. Mastering the skills taught

requires all of these activities (i.e., interactions) Others are used

but these are the moili Important in the teaching-learning process for

this course.

I

Form fl: page I of 2

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3D .Instructional:Apreoach (Continued)

4

Part 2-Setting Priorities for Further Planning

3, Relative priority. Compared with other elements that might be examined, how highly related

is this to ourvoncerns and questions?

. '., .

U a rating scale of I to 5 with '!/.

5 = very highly related and ?

I = only a little related

1

.11=11

5

Write the number

in this box ,

Part 3 Gathe6ng and Using Evidence

4 Sources of dam, What sources of data will provide evidence about whether these

instructional strategies are actually
emphasized in the present program? '

a. Observation of classes - Science supervisor observes random Isotopic

Of classes to determine extent. of roles performed.

b. Teacher questionnaire - Teicher ratings of extent to which students

perform such activities satisfactorily.

c. Student questionnaire - Extent to which students report they accept,

prefer, and perform such activities, -.

5. Judgment enteric How will the data collected by judged or interpieted with respect tp our

list of concerns and questions?

Data will be examined regarding the estimated actual (from observations)

and reported (from teacher and student'quest lonnai res) extent to which

students perform such act iv it les and how satisfactorily they perform them;

and student att I tulles toward such activities. Ali students should have

minimal competencies in such roles as reported I n these ratings. Al I

students should a I so ,dernonstrate positive attitudes with regard to

perference and performance of these activities.

Form 3D: page 2 of 2
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION r.
PLANtitPIG1 PROGRAM EVALUATION

s

' Form 3E Program Support

Part I -Clarifying Intended Program Support

Ia. Program support opmfilios. Check one complete Item, lb,

.
0 A. Staffing arrangements

B. Equipment',

l C, Facilities

0 D. Materials management.

n E. Student grouping.

totF. Schedule

'El , Record keeping,

Prole" cuppciifstiatetiea, More specifically, within this operation, what strategics is

interred that he Present curriculum/program emphasize? (See ,Appendix.'114' for some

possibilities,Wilhin'eaChbperation.)

.f N

.Funct lona} learn I ng space

i LaboratOry area ;

m. Otheq, 'Specifiic ,aril itles such as refrIgeratiOn,.'gaS je(s,.
as ,gpec i f led in manuals for the SCI prOgea'm !,

4. Spec ialF;arrangement s or envi ronmental tond t loMs

a LebAtator I est (ic I erike)

, t
t

I

Form 3E Program Support IContinue(II

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further Planning

',priority.'. Compared v4 till other elements that might he examined, hoW highlyrelated

er'c'nncerns and quest:inns'',

it" scalp of,l to "5 with

highly related artit

on little related, ;

Write the number

in this box

"7

Pict Gathering and Using Evidence

crq:.gf data What sdiliceS of data will provide evidence about whether these program

ppoistOtegies arS Ctujilyemphasized in the present program?
.
4 ,

1ft
o ,

*-

i..)

2. Reasoiii.7, 'Why shoOd these progantou- 'strategies he 'emphasited?
1 ..- .i

.i
.

i ',this isa,liiiih s (I levilitience course with tarefully specified
. ,

; ,

.

exper4nts and nqrat 1 s, w ith are essent (al Jo learning the fac,: ,
' s

.

..

';',,,concepfs' left etal,? .1 De4opst r ri .is a pOwil.ful, wa'y of teaching and. ' A

' 4

i
.

s

4'1

c

t
.i

e

I

n c k ..i l qn si. re d riref*' al ized facilities. °

SS's

.0.
.4 A.

,, 'i... ,.

.9..

.,,.

eria. now will the data collected be judged or interpreted with respect to our

corns and quegions?

54'

v;,'..1"-,

Att rr 14

torsi 31' paiN

Sr
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3E Program Support

Part I - Clarifying Intended Program Support

Program support operations.
Check one and complete Item lb.

C A. Staffing arrangements

0 B. Equipment

O f. Facilities

O D. Materials management

3 E. Student grouping

0 F. Schedule

.0 G. Record keeping

lb Program support strategies, More specifically, within
this operation, what strategies is it

intended that the present curriculum pingram emphasize?
tSeetAppendix B-4 for some

within each operation.t

2. Horizontal grouping

d. Other - Ninth grade
studen'ts are placed in science courses on the

basis of 8th grade science grades; Standard Aptitude Test scores,

(combined verbal and numerical
subscores); number of SCI modules ;

completed In 8th grade; teacher recommendations; and student and

parent request. Students with the, highest attitude tett scores

and grades go into either a biology course or an introductory

physics course (which iS highly mathematical). The remaining

students, roughly one-third of the total, go into the SCI

program.

!. Reasons. Why should these program support
strategies he emphasized?

I

Th I s grouping system is intended to provide students with greater.

opportuni ty/fo take science courses suited to their abilities, ineeres ts,

and personal goals (since biology and physics students are usual ly those

in going to col lege).

[owl ?.1. oar I of

PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3E Program Support (Continued)

Part 2 Setting Priorities for Further,Planning

3. Relative priority. Compared with other elementsthat might be examined, how highly related

is this to our concerns and questions?

V

Use a rating scale of Ito 5 with

5 . very highly related and

I= only a little related.. , ............... ,

.1,
5

Write the number

in this box

Part 3 Gatliering and Using Evidence

4. Sources of data. What sources ,of data will proVide evidence about whether these program

supportstrategies are actually emphasized in the present program?

Spiclint records will supply Standard Aptitude, Test scores, grades, reading

test scores, and a number of 5C1 modules completed. A random sample of

about 200 student records vri 1 I be examined (100 for, current SCI students,

50 biology students, and 50 ph students) by teachers and this Infor-
)4446

mat Ion copied from them.
Student names wit) not be copied, only data.'

I

5. Judgment criteria. Now will the data collected be judged or interpreted
with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?

'Aptitude test scares
(verb numerical, and comb fneid) , reading. test

scores, grade point averages, and number of SCI nodules completed will

be tall fed and averaged' for each student group (I .e., SCI, biology, and

physics). This data will be examined to determine the relative Witty

and achievement levels of the three groups.

Form 31 pr of 2



Instructions for
CoMpletinsW Forms



Before you begin.. .

Figure 2 shows the five steps of planning the *gram evaluation and their relation to the
forms which the planning committee will complete.

Master copies of the forms are in Appendix A. Reproduce, the needed number of forms by
photocopy or other dupli methods.

The instructions f r completiug the forms are presented in the fototng order. -The' forms

must be completed in it order.

1. Fgrm 1 -

2. Form 2 -

3. Form 3A - Student Outcorhes

4. F'orm 3B - Curriculum Conte

Clarifying Concerns and Questions

Summarizing Basic Program Information

Part 1 Clarifying Intended Student Outcomes

Part I Clarifying Intended Curriculum amtent

-S. From 3C - Content Sequencing . Part 1 - Clarifying Intended Content Sequencing

6. Form 3D Instructional Approach Part 1 Clarifying Intended Instructional A ppniach

7. Form 3E - frog Support Part 1 - Clarifying InteNediProgram Support

8. Forms 3A through 3E Part 2 Setting:Priorities for Further planning

9. Form 3A Student Outcomes Part 3 - Gathering and, Using Evidence .

l0. Forins 38 through 3E Part 3 Gathering and Using Evidence

0'

55

O



Step I Clarifying Concerns

and Questions

Step 2 Summarizing Basic.

Progkam InfOrmation

Form I

Clarifying Concerns

and Questions

Form 2

Summarizing Basic

Program Information
04.

. FIGURE 2,

Completing The Steps And Foints Foi Planning A prograni Evaluation

or

4

.Step 3 Clarifying Intended

Program Elements

,,Step 4 Setting Priorities for

irFurther Planning

Ow,

141.1.
Form 3A Form 3B

'Student Outcomes Curriculum Content

Part I Part I

Clarifying Intended Clarifying Intended

Student Outcomes Curriculum Content

Form 3A

Student Outcomes,

Part 2

Setting Priorities for

Further Planning

(

Form 3B

Curriculum Content

Part 2

Setting Priorities for

Further,' Planning

Form 3C

Content Sequencing

,Part 1

Clarifying Intended

Content Sequeqcing.

Fbrrn 3C

Content Sequencing

Part 2

betting Priorities for

Further Planning

Form 3D

Instructional Approach

Part I

Cluifying hitended

Instructional Approach

Forni 3D

tructional Approach

Part 2

Setting Priorities for °

Further Planning

.4

Form 3E'

Program Supiolt

Part I

Cliriffmgintendid

Program Suppprt

Form 3E

PIM"' SuPPp"

Part 2

Setting Priorities for

Further Handing

Step .5 limning to Gather

and Use Evidence

Form 3A Form 3B

Student Outcomes Curriculum Content

Part 3 .,Part 3

Gathering and Gathering and

Using Evidence Using Evidence

Form 3C

Content Sequencing

Part 3

Gathering and

Using Evidence

Form 3D.

Instructional Approach

Part 3

Gathering and

Using Evidence

IN0

fon'n 3E ,

Proiram Support

,Part

' Gathering and

Using Evidence

eyiew/Approve

Plan

=17.6

Execute Plan
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INSTRUCTIONS-

Form 1 - Cla'rifying Csaneerns ahbrQuestions

S r,

Before you begin. ..

fit DiscussNie various concerns which comnfittee members ha* !about. the
curriculum cirogram.*If you have more that 4 or 5 conc4rns't you may have too many

to deal with 'reasonably. Try to combine or elimiriate some of them. Yoit Will need

to complete one copy of Form I for each concern.

Item 1. Concern dir!
e -4

Briefly sumearize the nature of your coftcqn in a short_ paragraph. Y.011 may

. 'find it helpful to give each concern a shah title (2 d`r3 words) by-which "tt refer to

it later OIL
Art.v..

Item 2.,Basis for this concern
BriefIfy summarize your basis for feeling that° this a concern. Tlit'basit for

your core ern might be some direct evidence such as test scores, survey results; or

personal obsevation; could also be reports from others, complaints, logical

deductions about a situation.
., ._

Itiffn 3. Possible questions associated with this concern. i,

-.:Write .a few questions related- to this concern. Which you would like the
evaluation to answer. Try to limit your list to two or three succinct questions. They

0 ,;:.Should the kind pf questions which can be answered b atheringllata on the actual

status of the prograrfe

.

:Lt



T I

INSTRUCTIONS .

Form 2 - Summarizing Basic ProRa,,rn Information

Before you begin. .. 4

Be sure that you have, access to cupfent student enoillment data for the

program including, if .ne,ces§ary, breakdowns by sub - groups (e.g., sex, tact* school,

etc.).

Part 1 -.Identification

Item I. Program title.

" Give the full official title of the programbeing evaluated.
.0

Item;. Content.
Briefly ,describe the Co

r
Item 3. Sources: and references on the pr am. ,

..i List all Igritten Clooninents which uld be useful in underOanding -.the

'program. ThiS cls' include student texts, li of program objectives teacher'
manuals, and 6th0 important documents. - a

-

,the program.

Part 2 Personnel.,

jtem 4. Program Director.. : . '
,

Givethe(rAme of the person in charge tof the progrant-
.

., et

Item 5. Staffing. -,
_

. ,

'List the names of all district personnel associated with the program. Include

administrators, teachers, aides, an any "other., relevant 'personnel. °Indicate the

position -title of .each and whether they are associated with the program on a

part-time or a full-time basis.

"Part 3 G tuden ts

Item 6. LocatiOtts at which program is used.

List the.exact names and locations of all sites where the program is used.



g

Item 7. Student populations associated with pkogr,ain;

List the exact number of students associated with the progrSm. Do.nOt use an
estimate. If .gny of tht questions you wrote for. Form I imply comparisons.befteen
student sub-groups (such as comparing boys and girls; or comparing students in the
program to those not in the program), you should give the number of:students in
each Of the sub-groups. You may also, provide here- awbrief description of the.
characteristics of the student, populatico and..of the comtnilnity, if you feel it is
relevant to your concerns and qugtions.I

6,

V

or.

SCI

O

AS



INSTRUCTIONS

Form 3A - Student Outcomes

Part I - Clarifying Intended Stqdent Outcomes

Been youbegin...
Review your concerns and questions and determine Whet kindWof student

behavior you are interested in. You wilt need one copy of Form. 3A for eikoil type of

outcome checked in Item la.. ei

Item la. Type of outcome. t ...

Check only one box on each copy of this form. YOu may check as many boxes

as you want, but only one box for each copy. In-effect, his provides a,title oftheme

for the rest;of the form. .

I s

.3

, Item lb. SPectfically, students should. . . . . ) . 4 s

Further specify this type of outcomeAy completing.this statement: lioyou liave
.

more than one outcome specification in Item IN .:3'510u may w40, tq put them en,

separate copies of this form. 8 - f.

0 ,
Item 2. Student behaiiors.

a
.

.

.

List some represeigative student beh4ors aslociated"with this specific type of4

outcome. Make this a srrlectKe listrof the most inwortast beAviors.t7Jetavidaral--

objectives" are too specific. Aim for behaviors whiCh areebetweela general, types of

.student outcomes and very specific student behavioral objective.' Remember that in

Part 3 this form, yot,will have to fuggest ways of c'tlectirit data about these behav-

iors. 4.* 4,
4*

ti

4



t Corm 3B -CUrriculum Content

Part 1 - Clarifying Intended Curriculum Content

*
)3efore you begin. .-.

. . .
.

Review your concerns and questions and the Checklist of types and sources qt
content in Appendix B-I .tecide which types and sources of content are relevant
your concerns and questions. You will need one copy of Form 3B for each box

. checked in 'tan 1 a. '

.5.

Itenl, la. 'Source of content. ..
.

.

' check only one box on each copy of Ws.form. You may check as many boxes

as you waiit, .but only one box for each copy. This'provides a title or theme for the

-rest of the form.

Item lb. Types of content.
List the specific types. of Gonjont within this area which .

prOgram is intended to emphasize.. Use the checklist in Appendix
'cut um

tance.

Item 2. Reasons.
,:f- .4

Briefly state your reasons fA-choosing these types of, content. Y s for
.:- i

choosing some typeS of content might be related to desired student, -gr , 1'

existing student characteristics. Yeur reasons' might also be dellyetiforp. cal .

experience, or from assumptions about student 'learning. It is impt?rtaiit;;tii ou
..

have a consistent set of reasons to justify your intended contnt. T

o.

r,.
.1l'-

o

At,

t Moe'
.

40 ° $ !e
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"it
A...

INSTRUCTION

Form 3C - Content Sequencing
/

Part 1 - Clarifying Intended COtent Sequenging.il

. ,

Before you begin.. . eo
..

. v:11, . r

,....
Review your concerns and questions :and die chg.cklig, of content sequei#int,

principles in Appendiic B-2. Notice -also thA thiS foim is directly tied to your

Tesponses on Form 3B. You will fhereforeneed one Copy of F,prm. 3C,for each tYpe

-: , ofcontent which you listed in Item lb of Form 3'B.' 4 ° '.'
' ' . ' ! -

. * 4-

°' Item la. Type of conter* ,.:-.
*4. 4 k:,i. .-.%".

= ! List here anly.one type, of content from Item 4 b ofiforni 3B: ---
o , 0. * V.' .''V ..'

le.
4e4 lb.. Source of content sequencing .. . i;Y:.f,"

Chick only one box to desig/ate the intended SOurEe,oi the content sequeriting.
% A

, * Ne

Prim es fqr thiS type of content:

Item 1 c.,COntent sequencing principles,
:,

.. V, IV

. Liit the Specific conLient sequencing principle's toemsi d for lxr
content and sOurce of principle Use the. checklisan pend for assistance.

.:
. 4: t

"1ti01.2.:':.Reaiiii.is:
4
a . , .tkVA.

, ,iS' 1611

..:13riefly: state yOur reasons for choosing these 'prificiples. Your feason§ for

chdoSing some sequencing"principles will be clearly to/the tees of *tent
-Y.O1.1 Selected: Other sequencini principles will be related to sired student behaViOrs

or student characteristicS. It rt: important that. you hive,/ cons',
a 4

nt s of reasons to
4A

fiA,A*
:I

justify YOur intended sequencing. -



IN'S'TRUCTIONS

min 3D -instructional Approach

;Clarifying Intnded Instructional Appxpach

CPPProtaF,
are rettxa

your ionceng and ,questions andT, the checklist of instructional
ndklratekies irt Appendix B-3. Decide. which approaches and strategies

to,y.ciur concerns and questions. You will need one copy of Form 3D for
cked ir/Item la.

441rtstipOtional approach.
onW one box on each copy of this form. You may check as many boxes -

but only one box* for each copy..This_provides a titt or theme for the.-

orm.
101,

t!L,.
9" 7 ;

414v ,s cific instructional. strategies.

t tipecific instructional strategies within this approach which the curriculum
is intended to emphasize. Use the checklist in Appendix B-3 for asSistance.

7

Rea5ons. .

A.:i:litriefly state your reasons for choosing these sttategies. Your reasons for some...

strategies may be related to desired student behaviors, student characteristics, or the
at /g of co ent. Your reasons may also be derived from practical experience, or

°tn. ptions about student learning. It is important that you have a consistent

t of reasons to juslify your intended strategies.

T '63
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INSTRUCTIONS it

Form 3E - Program Support

Part 1 - Clarifying Intended Program,Support

Before yini begin. . .
a

Review your concern's 4and questions and thecldist orlirogram supPrt

operations and strategies, in Appendix B-4. Decide approaches and strategies

are relevant to yourconcerns and questions. You wine d of Form 3E for,

each bax checked in Item l a.

Item la. Program support operations.
.

Check only one !Sox on each copy of this form. You may check as many boxes

as you want, but only one box for each cqpy. This provides a title or theme for the

rest of the form.

Rein lb. Specific program support strategies.

List specific support strategies within this operation whith the program is

intended-to emphasize. Use the checklist in Appendix B-4 for assistance.

Item 2. Reasons.
Briefly state your reasons for choosing these strategies. YoUr reasons for some

strategies May be related to desired student behaviors, student characteristics, type

of content, or instructional approach. Your reasons may also. be derived from

practical experience or from assumptions about student learning. It is important that

you have a consistent set of reasons to justify your intended strategies.



INSTRUCTIONS

Form 3A -
Form 3B
Form 3C -
Form ,3D -
Form 3E -

' Part 2 - Setting

Before you begin...
Assemble copies of:all the above forms with Part 1-,completed. If it is within

your budget, it would be best to haye a complete set for each committee meinber.

Item. 3; Relative priority:
. .

,4f your committee is typical, YOU now have -a large number of program
eleinents which yoy. want to exainine. Probably you have too many to dchreAsonably

within your budget and time constraints. If you keep too fnany, you may not hair&

;. the resources to gather reliable and valid evaluation data on all of them. It.is better ,

to.do a few cdhcern's and "elements.,Weli than to do too many badly. This part of
Forms 3A through 3E is designed to help you select only those whichThre most

important for your evaluation:
The rating scale goes from 1 for elements only a little related to the concerns

and questions to 5 for elements for very highly related to them. Use only 1, 2, 3, 4,

or S in making ratings. l not use finer, ratings such as 3 1 /2 or 2.7.

You may also con:Ai:ter other factors in making your ratings than how related

an element is to your ceOneems.. Some elements may also have to be rated for their

political value or riskt, Data sources-have not been mentioned yet, but you may want

to consider for some elements ,whether it would really, be practical to try to gather

data about them. There may be other factors of local importance to you.
'How you Con4uct the rating prpcess is up to you, but two methods are

commonly used. Thi first method was illustrated in the case study. The committee

members each rate the elements according to their individual feelings. Then the

members' reveal and discuss their ratings. Elements which receive high ratings front

all members are ,retained for further planning, and those which receive low ratings

from all members are put aside. The committee discusses the remaining elements,

which received a combination of high and low ratings, and arrives at a consensus for

one fating..

Student Outcomes
Curriculum Content
ContenrSequencing,
Instructional Approach
Program Support

ri
Priorities for Further Planning
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In the second method, the committee members go directly to a discussion

without first rating the elements individually. The committee arrives at a consensus

rating for each element. Elements with high ratings are-retained and those With, low

ratings are put aside.
It is not recommended that the committee try to average the ratings of the

individual members and arrive at a- consensus that way. Such a "statistical

consensus" short-cuts- the discussion which is so important a part of this planning

process.
Do not throw away the forms for those elements which are not retained for

further planning. Save them for use in future evaluation plans. Remember that doing

an evaltlation should not be a one-shot affair. It should be something which you will

do ,this year, next,year, and the year after that. Concerns, issues, and questions will

change year after year, and even if -they remain'the same, the answers-to them will

change. Then too you may not have the resources to answer all the questions you

would like to answer this year and may want to save some of them for next year.



,INSTRUCTIONS

Form - Student Outcomes

Part 3 - Gathering and Using Evidence'

Before you begirt.. .

Assemble all the forrns.for the elerfients. which were retained as a -result of the
o

priority rating process. Review the information in Table .1 Possible Sourcesof Data

for an Evaluation.

hem 4. Sources of data r

Indicate what sources of data you will use to gather evide4e about this student.
outcome. Be e' as specific . as possible. Give names of commercially available

'standardized tests if these are to be used. Given description of any other measuring_
instrument. If you are going.to construct the instrument, say so.

Try to Choose sources of data which are appropriate for this outcome:and type
of student, and, which will proVide valid and reliable information. You may want to
combine data from two or more sources. For example, standardized tests results can

be combined with criterion-referenced tests.

Item 5. Measurement criterion.
Describe the minimum, acceptable revel of student performance-in quantitatiVe

or qualitative terms. Usually measurement criteria are directly associated with or .3

implied by your source of data (e.g., norms for a standardized test). You may
include both objective and subjective criteria. Set your criteria at levels which your

students can achieve and which reflect reasonable performance expectations.in terms

of their characteristics.

Item 6. Students expected to meet standard.
Specify the -students who are expected to meet/. the measurement criteria. Be

specific; avoid words like "The majority" or "most."' Consider also whether your

criteria are appropriate for all students. You may 'wish to express criteria differently

for different sub-groups of studefits.

Item 7. Population characteristics.
Indicate what characteriSticg' might be useful to knoW in interpreting the data.

Among the factors that might influence the results-are ability, motivation, social
f actors, personal goals. learning difficulties, andleaining styles.

e



TABLE 1

POSSIBLE SOURCES'OF DATA FOR AN EVALUATION

C

Sources of Data Examples
4.

.-

Expert reviews, nView or curriculum materials by a university.
consultar#

Documents Scbool board policy statements

Questionnaires Community survey
(by-Mail orphork) Student attitude survey.

Teacher questionnaire

Observatibn Formal observation of teacher-pu-pil interactions in the

classroom :
Logs or diaries Teacher log of content taught andaCtiiIties performed

Test results Nationally standardised ability or achievement tests
Criterion-referenced tests -

Teacher-made tests

Group meetings Teacher planning sessions
Conference of community and school representatives

Interviews , Interview with subject area specialist
Interviews with parents

4 3

Media Newspaper articles

Personal contacts , Informal discussions with students

Follow-up studies Survey of recent graduates

Professional publications .. .. Research, reports
4. Professional journal articles

,Existing records Student Files (achievement and aptitude test scores,
grades, etc.)

Work samples Student writing samples
o Student science projects

'68
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INSTRUCTIONS. ;

Form 3B - Curriimlum Content
Form 3C - Content Sequencing
Fdrm 3'1) -Instructional Approach
FoAL,3eL-S,Program Support,

---lad 3 - Gathering and Using Evidence
k

Before yo .

Asgembleall the Imps for the elements hich were-retained as a-yetulfof the
'ptickijty rating process. Review tkeinformation in Table. 1 POssibleSourCes of Data

for an Evaluatiron.
P

Item 4. Sourceiof data.
Indicate what sources of data you. will use to gather 'sevidenc .about this

program clement. speciflC as possible. Specify both the kind of instrument and
exactly what information it will` gather. Try ,to choose sources of data which are
appropriate for this element, for students and staff; and which will provide v,ifid and
reliable information. You may want to combine data fropi two, or more sources.

.

Item 5. Judgment criterion. -
, -

Describe how ygi will judge or inVrpret the data whith yOu" cOlject, with

respect to your original list of :concerns and questions: Yo will want to spcify how
the will be tabulated or summarized. HQW You sumnisIze and analyze the data

will, be influenced by both the qiiestipris you want to answer apd the nature of the
data Consider the implications of different possible results.. :

e.

1





Wit/ seek assistance

All of the forms completed by the ,committee comprise the evaluation plan.
The distfct now faces the task of executing that plan. If no member of the planning
committee has training and experience in conducting an evaluation, then vsistance
will be neected from a person who does. In this section of the handbook, we will .

refer to any such person a."consultant."

What makes a consultant v.

There are four qualities to look for in a consultant. The first, and most
important, is technical skills. A consultant-should be able to:

Develop tests, ques Onnaires, checklists,-and other instruments,

Conduct statistical analyses of data collected,, including the use of
computers if necessary.

. Develop a management schedule for the various tasks- involved in
conducting the ,evaluation, Iuch as dates when instruments will be.
dareloped, tests administered, or reports written.

Handle the practical detailiassociat with large scale test administrations
and community surveys.

ViVite reports of the results of th evaluation which communicate
technical ideas to non-technical audience.

A second important quality of a consultant is erpersonal skills. The
consultant must be able to understand the concerti of e district-and work with
district staff. He 'must be a "team. player.j" Conducting antiraluation is often filled
With tensions and pressures which make it iniportant that everydne concerned work
together. Remember that the district properly controls both the planning and the-
execution of the evaluation. The consultant is expected\ exercise technical
leadership, but should not be expected td completely control the evaluation effort.

A third quality is that of having conceptual hills. A good consultant must be
able to interrelate and integrate all RieceVof the evaluation plan into- a working
whole. He must Jso be able to see beyond The immediate concerns and questions '
that led to the evaluation _planning and identify other issues that might be crucial for
consiteration. A good consultant Often suggest'? chtnges that-make axplan more N.
effective.. Be open mindediti recommendations by the consultant. On the stint
hand, do not allow a consultantto transforrrilhe committee's evaluation plan to one
that Sits this f orite framework "t`1 ' 1.

1
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A-fourth guality :to loiik for is experience. It is proper and advisable to ask a
Potential consultant for evidence of his previous evaluation experience' anti for
references who can be contacted t11 obtain assessments of his work. -

Where tarfmd a consultant
A \consUl6nt may be available within the school district. Some disiricts have

full-time evaluators who evaluate /local programs and administer testing programs. If
1,4:-' -

. not; there are Other places to look.
4 Many states now ,have regi'ocial service agencieS which provide evaluation

0 .. .,assittance as part of their services. These agencies are known by different names inlir
m'

different states: Pennsyjiania(cills them
" Educational Improvement Centers, Texas s the Regional Educational Se "ce

- Centers, and so on, tf there' are such agencies in your state, they may be-able to
. '..

provide evaluation assistance q recommend someone, who could.
,

tt; Local colleges or universities are. also sources df assistance. Look especially for
someone with a background in educational evaluation. Factilty members often Floe
consu)ting 'and, in schools with a large graduate program, advanced graduate students

,. t
may also.be available. . .,

...
' b .b.

,.)

Regional research and development- laboratories ynay be anot er ,sOurc o

assistance. There are a .number of such -agencies around the country.\Reseal or
Better Schools is one Of them. , , ,

o. Th_efe ar- lso many private agencies and individualsItho specidlize-in

, school 'ais t personnel .doing,evaluations. They sometimes advertise
. d

promotio .1 literature t
.k.

or your suinrintetlent.

More about c sts --
,, . .

r
Bea' th m q that just as there were costs associated with planning the

evaluation, the e.will be costs associated with executing the eval ation plan.
Evaluatipqs tepd to be very labor int4sive, and' ,thtis a rnajO cbst is

professiOnal time, especially that for the consultant. Mott consultants charge by the,
do?! Othersy will givealmckage price for their services.for the cotnaete evalu don.
.Somegmes the. package price wil)1 include services such as computer pro Ising.

, However, ,consultants from regional service agencies usually' dd, not ma such

charges; services to local districl% are part of theirk;e43onsibilities.
Just as the costs of involving °Washers in theevaluatiqn pla4ng ad to be.

, .

considered, so will the costs for conducting the evtaluation;Ciasstime may haVe to

be taken, for administeri9.--ingtruments to students.' If teacherS must answer
74 questionnaires or be inteiviewed, timedriust,be allowed for these actiiities.

'f,/ i 4 0

ssisting
r send



Mife 4als and instrument 4 Costs are ihvol?ed.ih the purchase of conimercia y

,
, . . :.''

made ieStS. If instruments afe; locally constructed; fists must:be alloWed for pap
and printing; and for time to write and test theie instruments. '

Data
. . 41

ta iprocesling may be another rnajO expen'ile. Computer inalysis brilata
include costs for keypuncting cards, p mming services, IMO coMpUter,

may he keypunched using the district s services; if so, the Correct: p
ti:aid °mat, Should lust. be confirmed with yoUr- Consultant:, Do not CQ
pro.cessing data through the district's computer services:, Such services, a

&signed for 'adminii ve Progratris such as budgeiing,. atte
repoZnd noffor sta stccalanalysis. 1

or without the°-:Corilputeii, costs fnust,be estimated, for

an
e.

ched
nt on
"ual13%

dance,
. . 4

rsofis-tO,C and
tabulate the data froin:the original instruments, to purchase: corn rcial test
scoring services for standard,izea.tests. T o '' f' 1

I . .

Repotting findingean&cdnclusions involves costs that include,time7towrjte the
. 'deport; to it reviewed, IV toltype and print the final copy./
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This aPpendix
J

contains full-size co-pies of all.the 'forms which the evaluation,
planning, committee must complete. To use these forms; simply 'tear theM
off :the ragged 'edge, and reproduce them by any AotocopY or, offset, Printing:,

:ntectioci. Be sire to have sufficient copies printed for all"the committee members to
use in the planning Process., ,

1

-s.

1..

a

uy

S.
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ING A Pit09AM EVALUATION

Form 1 -.Clarifying Concerns and Questions

lit
, oe

A 4-
I. ConCiirn.

I

4

a

BasisfQr thisioncerd: (=.

gt

4,

'

- 1

3. ossjble questions associated with this concern.
1

Q. s,

0

a

L!
t

1

AI
'o

Form r:'pige 1 of 1
/
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PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 2 - Summarizing Basicyrogram Information

ograM title.

"00
2. Content.

Part I - Identification

3. Sources and references on the program.
,

I

4. Program Director.

I

5: Staffing

4

o

1.{

a

e J.,)
o r

art 2 - Per. onnel

4

Form 2: page 1 of 2



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Forni 2 - Summarizing Basic Program Information (Continued)

Part 3 - Students

Locationk-st.which program used.'

-

7. Student population assocjated with program.

q

)

V
Form 2inoage 2 of 2



, PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3A - Student. Outcomes

Par(' - Clarifying Intended Student Outcomes

la:. Tyriliofcmtcome2 Check one and t Omplete Hein lb.

A. Informalion recall

B. Basic skill s

. C. .1-lighei(order processes

-.0 D.- Suppoit skills

4#`

. Lb, - Specifically, students should:;:

E. = Altitudes

F. Values -

1 G. Personal development'

H. Social development

t
i

r

1 Student behaviors. What are some representative behaviors for this type of outcome?

4

I

Part 2 - Setting Priorities for Further Planing 41t

3. Relative priority. Compared with other types of outcomes and student behaviors that might be
examined, how highly related this to our concerns and questions?

Use a rating d'ae of 1 to 5 with*!
5. = veryghly related and
.1 = only a. ittle relatedx 'Write the number

in this box-

C

Form 3A: page 1 of 2



PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

form 3A - Student Outcomes(Continued)

17;- :

Part 3 - Gatherin&krat'UsingEvidence

4. Source of d_ ata.. What soureeof data will provide evidence about this outcome?

)15. Measurement criterion. What -is thc jminin-tuq-r- acceptable performance for an-individual
student?

°

6. Students expected to. meet standard.
Meet this standard?

1

..0

Howe- many :students incur population are expected to

7. :Population characteristics. What characteristics of this population are useful to know in
interpreting their performance?

\

I



CANNING A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3B - Curriculum Content

Part 1 - Clarifying Intenseicd 1Curriculum-Content.

la. Sour of content. Check one and complete Item lb.

-0 A. Traditional academic disciplines

B. Personal experiences of students

C. Society as an environment

D. The world of thought

lb. Types of content. More specifically, within this subject matter area, what types of content is
it intended that the present curriculum program emphasize? (See Appendix B-1 for some
possibilities within each area.)

li
'0 .4

. Reasons. Why should these types of content he emphasized?
.10

o

ti

4

Form 3B: page 1 of 2
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PLANNING. A PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3B - Curriculum Content (Continued)?
I

Part 2 - Setting Priorities for Further Planning

3. Relatiie priority. Compared with other elements that might be exaniined, how highly related
is this to our concerns and questions?

Use a rating scale of I to 5 with
5 = very highly related and -

I = only a little related. .Write the niMber
. in this box

Part 3 Gathering and Using-Evidence
I

4. Sources of data... What sourcesfif data will provide evidence aboutwhetherothese types of
,content are actuall?'emphasized in the present program?

-

\
t

,,,

5. Judgment criteria. HoW will the data colleUed be judged or interpreted with respeci;:to our
list of concerns and questions?

-f

t.

O

r

Form 3B: page 2 of 2



PLANNING A GRAM EVALUATION

r. Form 3C - Content Sequencing

-.. ..4..
Tart I - Clarifyink Intended CE:rtent Sequenciag

I ,i, . n
--a.

la. Type:oicontent (from Item lb on Form 3B)i
. . C

-
... .,....

. 0 .

. 1 0 ' 'eV- , * * " 4' .
.. . 1 b. 1Sourceolcoitent sequencing p-rinciPies. The intended source for this type 'of-cogkerit. Check

..
one anckornplet'e Item Id. *

L1 A. Experience or observation of iheworld

B. Logical structure of existiog knowledge

C. M**cids,of intellectual inquiry

D. - Asspmptioni about the psychology. of learning

E. Conditions einderhich knowledge could be used.

lc. 'Content sequencing principle,s. Moe specifically, for Ms tyxof content and.for this source,
what sequencing principles is it intended thae.the'PrIcelit'curriculurn program emphasize? (See
1.4rpttridix B-2 for some possibilities withi each source.)

4

,.

2. Reasons. Why should these principles he enaai sized?

r.

1

Form 3C: pagettl of 2..

0,



01.,ANNING A'PROGRAM EVALUATION

Form 3C - Content Sequencing (Continued)

';,4SISQ-4

Part 2 - Se tin, Prioritieefor Further Planning
,

3 Relative priority. h other elements that 'might be examined, how Ifighly related
is this to our concerns and. uesti ns?

. .

Use a rating scale °LI. to 5 th
5'= very highly related ind
1 = only a little related

.

Write the,number
in this box ,,,

4

Part-:1 - Gathering and Using Evidence i .

4. Sources of data. WIcat sources of data will provide evidence about whether these content
sequencing principles are actually em hasiZed in the present program?

e,

f'
5. Judgment. criteria. How will the data collected be judged or interprefed with respect to our

list of concerns and questions?
1

1

J

S

\t'orm 3C: page 2 of 2



.PleANNINGA PROGRAM EVALUATION.

' °--Form 3D - Ipstfuctional Approach

(.
Part I. - Clarifying Intended Instrktional Approach

I

I-a. Instructional apprbach. Check oi25a-nd complete Item lb.

O A. Learning objectives % 'V 0 H.
O B.

.
Assessment of learnink needs

O C. Diagnoseaming needs

O D. PlacernenkY
O E. Student motivation

O F. Instructional sequence

O G. Pacing...-

,-...)
...

Instructional methods i"
In ri,tctional settings

Ins 1ructiOnal media

Primary roles.Of studeig

O L. Primal!), roles of teacher

O -M. Instructional actSvitie§

O Performance evaluation

lb. Specific instructional strategies. More specifically, within this ructional approach, what
strategies is it intendetat the present Curriculum program emphasize? (See Appendix B-3 for
some possibilities within each approach.)

. Reasons. .Why should theseinstructional strategies be emphasized?.

r-

/Form 3D: page 1 of 2
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PLANNINC.EA PROGRAM 'VAII,CATION

ForM,3D - In:stroctional Approach (Continued)-:. air

3. Reath' AL.
is this . I

Part 2 - Setti

'orit
IS

y. Corn dr4h
tions.

tjhrities for

Olcements

e abrating scal9orl to 5. with ,

5 =.ve highly- relatedond
= onl a little related

FuythersPlanning

that mightlbe examined,

-

Ow highly related

Wrile the number_
in this box

Part 3 Gathering and Using Evidence.:.

4. gources, of data., What sources of data will provide evidence about whether these
instructional strategies are actually-emphasized in the present prograrri?

-)

5. Judgment criteria. How will the data collected by judged
list of concerns and questions"?

110

niriterpret41 with respect to our

C

p

i

p

Form 3D: page 2 of 2
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I
w

T.PLANNING A PROGRAM EVALITA14614

Fo, rm 3E - PrOgram Support

Part I Clarifying Inie;ded erodrarn Support
,

Prbgram support operations. Check one and complpte Item lb.

e

. .
O A. tStaffing arrangements

0 B. Equipment

0 C. Facilities

O D. Materials management

0 E. Stiglifigrouping"
O 'F. Schedule.'

O G. Record keeping%

t

lb. Prograth support strAegies; More specifically, within this operations' what strategies is it
1intended that the present. curricutum pr9gram emphasize? (SesApPondix B-4 for some
possibilities within each operation.)

Ad"

. 44,

,0

Reasons. Why should these program support strategies be emphasized?
4' '

a
C8

m. x

9.

ForM 3E: page 1 of 2
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PLANNSPIG A PRO AM EVALUATION
.. Form 3E -.Program Sup t (Continued). , .

. F`. ..-1- ,

Part 2 Setting Piliirities for Further Planning

Relative ,triority. - Compared with other elsotent,44 fight be examined, tow highly relefid
-is this to OW concerns and questions?"

.

Us'e a "-atilt scale of 1 to 5 with
5 = very highly related and
I = only a little related

Write the number
in this box

1, 4

ao-

Part 3 - Gathering and Using Evidence

iB

4. . Sour oef data. What sources of data will provide evidence about whether these program'
support strategies are actually empha'sized in the pre-sent program?

1

5. Judgment criteria. -How will the (lath collected-be judged or inie 'eted with respeCt to our
list of concerns and 'questions?

)1.

4:

Form 3E: page 2 of 2
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4 : 7 r
A wild abopt theistchecktists '

..

, . /7'
The'ogram Element Checklists ip This appendix have been excerpted from

rurricalum and InstruNion: Planning Imprvement, a traininkpackage developed by
Shardn Tumulty (Research for Better Sthools, 1978). Curriculum and Instrp'ction
helps yllidetern?itie the specific kinds of program improvements to-tre-made int,-,
curriculaff, or instruction or both. It includes a plannineprocess-which,stresses file

.curriculu piogram elements of student outcomes, curriculuni coptent, .conterft

se 'rig, instructional approach, and sulipott.systems (called-program support in

this andbook). Planning A Progtam Evaluation: An Eduatdr's Handbook has been
desierd t9 13f-4compatible with the improvemint approich emphasized in
Curriculd ',At-ruction. You can 'be-gin your program evaluation w.ip this

_,Itandbooti be Assttred that your evaluatiqn plapt and results will be helpful in
developing plans for prdgram improvAlint using CurITTlum and Instruction. A'

1

.

109



APPENDIX B-1
, .

CURRICULJJM CONTENT - SQURCt AND TYPES

Use this checklist for help in completing Items la and lb on Form 3B,
-,.) ,,,

A. Atademic-discipfines. Orga izecbodies ofxisting knowledte.
ell.....

1;1 I. Terms .

40 2.: Facts .

.
.

to *1 - 11!
3. Key, concepts

.., .,
4. Rules It'd relationships

5. Methods and procedures

It

ti
016 6. Principles and generalizations

. 7. Other (specify)

B. Personal experiences. Experiences which are part of the student's daily
life.

O. 1. Student interests or purposes

2. Student activities

3. Student choices and ac ons
4. Personal roles and relatio hips

5. Other (specify)

C. Society. The broad environment of human relationships, activities, and
institutions.

I. Life roles rrsociety

2. Practical life skills

3. Current events and issues .

4. Social problems

5. Social values

6. Societal functions

110 1:1 7. Other (specify)



D. World of)hopgli:. thiegies used to develop, discover, cla'rify,
test, oripplify knowle

r a

1. ,l/feructkve .0,

0 2. Deductive reasoning prOcesses

0 3. "Other (specify) .

1.

dr

*

-"Some ".)

111
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APPENDIX B-2 '

CONTENT SEQUENCING - SOURCES AND PRINCIPLES

Use this checklist fOr help in completing Items lb andlc on Form 3C. .

A. Experience-or observation of the world. Content is sequenced ip terms
of.the way reality is organized.

, .
.

O r 1.- Chronolbgical order

O 2. . Spatial retation:ships
.

O 3. Physical characteristics

)0 4. Other (specify)-

0 B. Logical structure of existing knowledge. Content is sequenced in to
of the logical ways in which existing knowledge has seen or can
organized.

0 1.

O 2.

0 3.

0 4.

0 5.

0 6.

0 7.

O 8.

Generalization to specific example.

Specific example to generalization

Simple to complex.

Cdricrete to abstract

Less refinedto more refined (spiral),
Rule/tory/principle to application of rule /theorrinciple
Pre-requisite order of concepts

Othertspecify)

112.

Methods of intellectual inquiry:. Content is sequenced in terms 'of the
step-by-step thinking procedures associated' with specific thinking strate-

gies.

0 I. Instances of generalization to discovery of generalization

0 2. Hypothesis to testing of hypothesis ,

0 3. Generalization to application of generalization in specific

instances

0 4. Other (specify



D. Assn mptiox about the Psychology of learningC Content is sequenced in
. terms 4, experience or theory -based rul'eT or assumptions about which

content'rnust ,necessafily _precede the-learning of other. content, which
co4ent is more likely to facilita 'learning, which content is ,most
compatible wit&the learner's level of psychologicalze.adiness to learn.

.

11 . 1.-'laP-;,2-

Pre-requisite order Of skills

M6re familiar to less familiar

Lesssaifficult. to iliore difficult

More interesting t6 lets interesting
.

Progressiv e stages of human development

Aess interest to interned attitude/valuewapen intern

Oilier (specify)

3
..4.

. .

.04 4.

- 5.

6.

I 7.

Conditions under which knowledge could be used.. Content is sequenced
in terms of degree of relevance to user needs, in terms of step-by-step
procedurei for performing a job or task or for solving problems, or in
terms of potential frniquencing of use.

0 1. High relevance to lesser relevance (personal, social or career)

2. Pre-requisites for job/tdsk performance

.' Step-by-step problem-solving-procedures
,

4'. Higher frequency of use to lesser frequency 4use
5. Other (specify)

113



APPENDIX

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES AND STRATEGIES .

711r

Use this checklist for help in completing Items I a and -14 on FOrm 3D.

'A.

lo
6. Other (specify)

Learning Objectives Specifying . desired
b.ehavioial terms.

1. Specified in advance -

2. Related to instructional materials

3. Modified during instruction

4. Developed during instruction

5. Unspecified

student performance in

B. Assessment of learning needs. Identifying student performance goals

114

and/or problems

1. Based on comparison with group norm

2. Based on mastery of specific instructional objectives

3. Based on other objective criteria

4. Based on subjective criteria

5. Other (specify)

C. of liaining needs. Analyzing particular student behaviors to be
improve andior student learning characteristics.

.A.; 1. eaining prerequisites

"'LI 2. Objectives already mastered by student

3. Student-error patterns.

4. Probable causes of learning difficulties

5. Physical, emotional, psychological, cognitive, social develop-
3 ment of student.

6. Student learning preferences or interests

r.



o

4 :
''. ...

Student learninglYles*
. 1

.8. Other fspecifYc, ,-

. .
D. Placement. gelding Nhere lo bei, i n ,stucent instruct.

.- 1. .-Indi'v ual student.parfOrmoceman-seandardizediest .IP 2
.1 1.

' .......' 2: inajVidp I stucIVnt,perforinanee odcriterion-refegenced test4 .... . , .
- . . , .

. ..
- - , 31, Individual', student 4plaeemeht .crel!isio& mak by pkvious

..4 - . .. ., .
teacher , -

. .
, . .

p

4 4.. Other (specify) . ,

. . 1....

Oil E. Student Encouraging student learnirli
4( .

. 1.' Based orrstudent's th!ed to achieve or suweed '.1

' v
+42. Based on studerit'scuriosity or desire to explore,

..
O 3. Based on, student's interests

.0

4. Based on immediate and specific feedb4ck on student's per-
-formance

5. Biased on general praise or approval

6. Based on material rewards

7. `Based on acceptance by peer group, parents, or,teachers

8. Based on increased student -freedom of choice
9. Other .(speci fy )

F. hOtructionai sequence. Organizing and/Or varying the order of student
4instruction.

1. Objectives: Fixed sequence
* / 2. Objectives: Flexible sequence

3. Objectives: Alternate sequences

4. Curriculum content: Fixed sequence

04.15. Curriculum 'content: Flexible sequence
6. Curriculum content: Alternate sequences

7. Iristelktiorfal activities: Fixed sequence

1



7

8.

CI 9.

10.

Instructional activities: Flexible sequence

Instructional activities: Alternate

Other (specify)

G. Pacing. Determining the rate of student progress through the instruc-

tional sequence.

1. Group paced
2. Individually paCed

'0 3. Student self-paces',

4. Other (specify) 4.' J-1 Instructional methods. Engagingstudents in the learning process.

1. Drill and practi,ce

2. Programmed instruction

4.-1-
3. Lectitte (presentation by teacher)

4: Demonstration .

5. Explanation

6. Question and answer

7. Discussion

'8. Group problem solving

JD 9. Guided discovery'

10. Inquiry

11. Direct expeience

12. Simulation, role play 4

13. Computer, programmed learning machine

14. Other (specify)

L, Instructional settings. Establishing appropriate student learning sit-
, c..

uations.

ilt 1. Self-instructional study (study by oneself)

116 2. Teacher ?utoringt 0,

I.



a

K.

3. Peer,(studenO tutoring

4. Smallgroup instruction

5. Large group instruction

- 6. Seminar

O. 7. Independent study (self-directed study independent of regularly
structured curriculum)

8. Other (specify)

Instructional media. Presenting instructional contentin print, audio-
visual, or manipulative form.

1. Printed texts,lprkbooks, learning activity packs, etc.

O 2. Visual.: slffes'films, film loops, fildtstrips, television, video-
tapes, exhibits or displays, posters'Id charts, overhead trans-
parencies

3. Audio: tape cassettes, tape recordings, radio, records

O 4. l'Aailedtive: objects, models, kits

0 5. OtMpecify)

Specifying how the student should function inPrimary roles of student.
thelearning environment.

1.

2.

Accept direction

ssimilate information

3. Practic.e

O - 4. Integrate and process information.

5. Solve problems

a 6. Interact with others

7. Pursue individual interests

0 8. Cooperate in planning learning activities

. '0 9. Manage learning activities

", LO. Assess learninkprogress

11. Select learning materials

12. Other (specify

1 I



".--
F

L. :Primary.Prima roles of teacher: Specifying how the teacher should function in

the learning environment. /
1. Piovide direction

2. PrOvide information

O 3.. Analyze or interpret info ation

4. Guide or facilitate discussio

5. Demonstratb

6. Motivate students

7. Diagnose student learning needs

" 8. Select/adapt instructional methods, learning settings, and media

9. Prescribe le ruing activities

. 10. Tutor indi students'

I I . Assess stu gress

- 12. Provide enrichment

13. Other (Specify)

M. Instructional activities. Specifying how the student should interact with
the teacher, other students, and/or.media.

1. Reciting

2. Reading

3. Listening

4.. Writing-

0 5. Responding to questions

6. Questioning

4 7. Working with printed texts, worksheets, exercises

El 8. Working with multi-media learning materials

9. Conferring with teacher or another student

' JO.- Participating in group discussion

.1 1 . DiscoVering throGgh 4hands on',', experience

118 12. Researching or investigating

A

1

0



13. Demonstration

'0 . Planning and conducting projects

15. Participating in games

:16. Participating in field trips
17. Other (specify)

N. Performanee evaluation. Gathering information about student progress
and student needs.

1. Frei went evaluation

D 2.,.Infrequent evalUation

d 3. Broad content mastery evaluated

4. Mastery of small unils of content evaluated. 5. Mastery of individual objectives evaluated

6.. Affective development evaluated

7. Other (sped)

6.

4

119
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APPENDIX B-4

PROGRAM SUPPORT - OPERATIONS AND STRATEGIES

Use this checklist for help in completing Items la and lb on Form 3E.

A. Staffing arrangements. Organizing staff to make optimal use of their
knowledge and skills.

I. Subject matter assignments

a. Self-contained classroom. One teacheefOr all subjects.

b. Departmentalized. Different teacher for each subject.

c. Semi-departmentalized. Different teacher for 'each
subject except for several subjects which are corn-,
bined in a core curriculum.

d. Other (specify)

, 2 Planning of instruction

a. Plans on individUal basis

b., -Several teachers engage in cooperative planning.
Independent in terms of actual instruction.

c Team of teachers engage in cooperative planning. Still
independent in terms of actual instruction.

d. Other (specify),.

3. Responsibility for instruction

a. Individual teacher instructs students.

b. Several teachers exchange some students for instruc-
tion.

c. Several teachers conduct joint instruction.

d. Team of teachers share instructional tasks.
functions based on differences in preparation,
ests, etc.

O e. Other (specify)



. 0 4 Instructional roles

0 a. Team leader with some administrative responsibilities.
Master teacher, unit,leader, etc-.

'0' b. Specialist -teacher

c. - Regular staff teacher

O d. Student intern. Student teacher

0 , e. Instructional aide. Paraprofessional, paid or volunteer.

0 f. Other (specify)

Support roles

O a. Educational specialist. Subject matter expert, curricu-
lum coordinator, evaluator ceiinselor, etc.

O b. Media specialist. Media design specialist, audiovisual
technician, etc.

O c. Consultant. Materials management; invento"nd
ordering, etc.

O d. Aide.

- 0 e. Clerk typist.

O f. Other (specify)

B. Equipment. Arranging equipment to$provide flexible support for instruc-
.

instruction:

0 1. Mobility of equipment

O a. Portable media equipment. Filmstrip, film or over-
head projectors, record or tape players, etc.

O b. Fixed or stationary media equipment. Large screen
projectors, central audio source, etc.

O c. Fixed furnishings.

O d. Movable furnishings.

O e. Fixed storage or supply cabinets.

1:1' f. .Movable storage or supply cabinets, carts, etc.

O g. Other (Specify) 121
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Special arrangements and conditions -4

a. Special fixtures/outlets, etc.

b. Limited compatibilityt of equipment. Siie of video-
tape accepted by different recorders, etc.

c. Fall compatibility otivuipment
Other (specify)

,

.Facilities. Providing diversified learning space to- accommoctte various
instructional purposes and learning styles.

1. Functional learning space)

1 a. Media area for use by ilvidual-students. Viewing,
listening carrels, etc.

b. Media area for use by groups of students. Film
theater, etc.

c,

d.

Quiet area or independent study.,

Quiet area r reading.

e. Grbup meeting or discussion area.

'0 f. Selected area for tutoring or individual conferences.

g. General learning space for lecture, large'group dem-

onstration, discussion.

' h. , High physical activity area.
o*

i. Latoratory area.

j. Accessible area for scoring/correction of student
tests, etc.'

k. Community sites.

. 1. Industrial sites.

m. ot1Ter (specify)

0 2. Flexibility of learning space\ i
a. Traditional classroom (fixed roomarrangement).

b. Traditional classroom (flexible room arragement).



O c. Multi-purpose room. General learning spac with
portable dividers.

O d. Learning resource center.

O , e. Special purpose center. Writing center., etc.

O f. Open space area.

O g. Other (Specify)

O 3 Accessibility of learning space

O a. Near to learning resource, center or library.

O b. . -Near to materials and/or equipment:storage areas.

c. Near to other functional learning areas

O d. Other (specify) .

O 4 Special arrangements or environmental conditions

O a. Lab Oratories (Science).

O b. Learning laboratories.

<0 c. Special teacher/aide stations.

0- d. Special lighting, acdustics, furniture, etc.

O e. Other (specify)
'1/4r

D. Materials management. Insuring that learning materials are available and
accessible when needed by teachers and by students.

O 1. Accessibility of material's

O a. Central storage of materials.

O b. Decentralized storageof materials.

o r c. Portable storage of materials. 6,

O d. Materials accessible to teachers onlh.

O e. Materials accessible to teachers and aides.

O f. Materials accessible to teachers, aides, and students.

O g. Other ispecify)

t
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2. Ordering and replacement of materials

e Frequent inventory and replacement of materials by
teacher or aide.

15. b. Infrequent inventory and replacement of materials.:-

c. Other (specify)

3. Variety of materials

: a. Variety of alternative 'materials in case of high
deinand and limited supply.

b. Limited variety of alternative materials.

Other (specify)

E. Student grouping. Organizing students to facilitate their progress:
through the curriculum and to provide individual students with maximum
opportunities for academic, personal, sd social development.

1. Vertical grouping
0 a. Traditional age-graded system

b. Multi-age or multi-graded syStem

0. Nongraded system. Continuous progress.

d. Other (specify)

2 Horizontal grouping: Inter-class

a.' domogeneous. Based on likeness in terms of age,
interests, ability, achievement or performance, learn-
ing style, learning difficulties, etc.

b. Heterogeneous. Social integration of student popula-
tion, activities, projects; etc.

c. Individual alone

d. Other (specify)

3. Horizontal grouping: Intra-class

a. Homogeneous

b. Heterogeneous
to.



c. Individual alone

Other (specify)

Frequency of Regrouping

a. Frequent regrouping

D b. Occasional regrouping

O c. Little or no regrouping

d. Other (specify)

Basis for regrouping

a. General observation of overall needs of students as a
group.

b. Regular review of individual student's performance in
terms ofgroup norm's.

c. Individual student's rpastery of specific objectives.

d. Diagnosis of individual student's learning difficulties.

e. Differences in individual learning style, motivation,
etc.

f. Student interests and performances. .

g. Student review and diagnosis of own performance.

h. Other (specify)

F.° Schedule-tailoring time to instructional requirements.

0' 1. Flexibility of schedule

a. Fixed. Regularly scheduled class periods.

b. Variable or moduir. Flexibility scheduled blocks of
time.

0, c. Mixed. Some regularly scheduled, some flexibly
Vapkluled:

d. Open. Unscheduled.

e. Other (specify)

4 's
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